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A SOCIOLOGICAL STUDY OF VARIABLES AFFECTTNG

THE DECISION TO APPLY FOR PAROLE

Abstract

by

Douglas M. Skoog

All persons convicted of a crime under the Criminal

Code of Canada are eligible for parole at some time during

their prison internment. It is necessaryf however, for the

inmate to make application for parole " This research was

concerned \^/ith a number of variables related to the

decision to apply for parole.

A group of thirty-three inmates who had not applied

for parole were compared to forty-three inmates who had

applied for parole. Data was obtained from Parole Service

records and a questionnaire administered to inmates at the

Manitoba Penitentiary.

The independent variables \,vere: (1) frequency of

prior convictions, (2) acceptance of inmate norms, (3)

attitude Loward parole, (4) stable non-prison relation-

ships, (5) length of sentence, (6) level of formal-

education, (7) possession of job skills, (B) â9ê, and (9)

factual knowledge of the parole system" The dependent
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variable was the decisíon to apply for parole.

The results indicated that three of the independent

variables \^zere clearly related to the parole application
decision. The first was the individualrs acceptance of the

inmate normative structure. Inmates who accepted the

convict sub-culture typically did not apply for parole.

The second finding was that individuals who do not apply

for parole possess a markedly negat.ive attitude toward the

parole system. The third finding showed that inmates who

do not maintain social bonds with the free community

frequently do not make application for parole. The research

also revealed a positive relationship between acceptance of

the inmate normative structure and attit.ude toward parole.

It was concluded that the variables that affect the

parole application decision have a symbolic interactionist

interpretation. The parole application decision was

affected not by the attributes of the individual, but by

social system in which he interacts. This research indicated

that the parole application decision was strongly affected

by the interplay between the inmate's social relationships

within the prison setting, and his maintainance of socía1

bonds to the free community.
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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM

under canadian law all ind.ividuals convicted of an

offence punishable by the criminal code of canada are
eligible for parole at some time during their prison
internment. under the 195B parole Act certain points in
time are delineated at which the convict may be eligible for
parole; however, it is necessary for the individual to make

application for consideration (irliller, 1965:326-81) . A

substantial- number of these individuals do not make appli-
cation for parole. The present research is concerned with
those individuals who do not make such application.

Those who do not appry for parole are of interest
to the sociologist for a number of reasons. rnasmuch as

release from the physical environs of the pri_son is assumed

to be of prime importance to the inmate, it seems illogical
for an individual not to make every effort to remove him-
self from it (clemmer,7940:151). The isolation and

discomfort of prison life is so extreme and demoralizing
that the decision not to extricate oneself from it at the

earliest possibre opportunity is paradoxical at best.
Those who choose to remain in custody and to complete

I
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the sentence passed down by the court would seem to be at
odds with many of the most basi-c concepts of parole and

correctional procedures. r'Almost all contemporary penolo-
gists agree that if a person is to be rereased at all, he

should be released on parole," (sutherland., 1939:643) " The

prevailing school of thought is that all prisoners coul_d

benefit from the guidance and conÈrors placed on them by
parole systems (Sutherland, 1939 : 543) .

Insightful criminologists have , for many years,
held Lhat the prison experience is of dubious varue and may

actuarly encouragie criminal behavior rather than deter it
(Barnes and Teeters, 1959:584-96; Johnson, rg64:409¡ Haskell
and Yablonsky, LgTo:393). Lengthy sentences do not make

the individual any less criminal and may in fact do just the
opposite (Johnson, 1964:40g) " parole is a tool which can

counteract many of the dysfunctional aspects of prison l_ife
and effectively reintegrate the individual into the
community.

rf we are to view parole as a rehabilitative Èoo1,

and if we view the entire concept of prison as a treatment-
oriented devi-ce, rather than a simple punitive effort, then
some concern for the non-applicant seens warranted.

The prisoner who does not apply is of further
ínterest because of the lack of empirical_ research in this
area" Generalizations regarding inmates who choose not to
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apply for parole have been made largely without benefit of
empirical research. rt is therefore felt that the present
study fills a definite research gap.

The sociological aspects of decision-making are well
known. No decision is made without some influence from
present environment and previous experi-ence in a socio-
cultural context (Thomas I Lg67:315). certain factors must

be operating which affect the decision to apply or not to
apply for parole.

clemmer (1940:l-51) stated that the wish for freedom

is universal and ranks first among inmates. rnmates

typically spend great amounts of time counting the days

remaining on their sentences. rt would appear that, with
most inmates, the norm is clearly to leave the institution
at the earliest possible date. rt would not, then, seem

unreasonable to assu.me that certain differences exist
between those inmates who apply for parole and those who do

not.

rn the present study severar variables will be
j-nvestigated that either affect the parole application
decision¡ or are coinmon to those who d.o not apply. Hope-

fully, some insight inÈo this phenomenon will be gained.

that may fill a gap in the existing riterature of
críminology 

"
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Outl-ine of the Thesis

Chapter rf contai-ns a review of the literature and.

the introduction of the hypotheses. chapter rïr discusses
the methodology used in the research, including the research
setting, the measurement of variables, data collection and

the statistical approach. chapter rv contai_ns a description
of the social characteristics of the respondents and the
criteria for their inclusion in the study. chapter v
presents the results of the research. rn chapter vr some

conclusi-ons are drawn from the preceeding analysis, and.

suggestions about possibre applications of the research are
made.



CHAPTER ÏI

REVIEW OF THE L]TERATURE

Parole is a Iegal provision for the conditional_
liberation of a person under sentence so that he or
she may continue to serve such sentence in the
community subject to certain restrictions and nearly
always under supervision as a required condition.
(nemple, J-961:108)

Parole in Canada, âs in most Western societies,
finds its roots in the seventeenth and. eighteenth century

European practice of transporting criminals to the New

world or Australia. canadars first parole legisration was

introduced in 1898 with the passing of the Ticket of Leave

Act. Canada retalned the terminology "Ticket of Leave"

through 1958 at which time the Parole Act was enacted. The

1958 act grew largely out of the o'Fauteux Report", a

committee under the chairmanship of Mir. Justice Gerald.

Fauteux of the Supreme Court of Canada. The committee's

express purpose was to investigate the Ticket of Leave Act

and to make recommendations regarding the future of parole

in Canada. Their report resulted in passage of Èhe parole

Act which provided for the establishment of a five member

National Parole Board (Remple, 1961) " The Board has offíces
in Ottawa and has jurisdiction over all adult public
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offenders who have been convicted under a fed.eral statute
whether they be in a federal or provincial institution. The

duties of the Natíonal Board are essentíalIy as follows:
1. Granting parole to inmates;

2 " Revokíng or suspendJ-ng parole;

3" Revoking or suspending any sentence of whippi*g; and

4 " Revoking or suspending any order under the Criminal
Code prohibiting any person from operating a motor
vehicLe. (Miller, 1965 :337 )

The National Parole Service serves as an administra-

tive arm of the National Parole Board. The duties of the

Parole Service are twofold.

1. The investigation of cases and the preparation of
materíal in relatj-on to them for consideration by
the National Parole Board.

2. The supervision of parolees. (Mil1er, !965:337)

The Parole Service maintains twelve regional offices across

Canada. These offices are responsible for providing inmates

with inform.at-ion ai:out ihe pa-rci1e system, intervierv-ing

parole applicants and preparing case files f.or the boards

consideration "

In. the Canadj-an setting direct parole supervision

is frequently provided for by private after-care agencies

such as the Salvation Army anci the John FToward Society.

The Federal Governmerit prcivides ex g:atia grants t.o those

private after-care societies which are active in prison

release progra-ms" Typically, the after-care agency is
inr¡olved in pre-release planning with tL:e inmate, and u-pon



his release, functions in a (jounselling and supervísory

capacity" Although prisoners aj"d societies and other

corrìrrlunity resoLr-rces are utilized. to a great e,xtent the

ultimate) responsibility arrd authori-ty for the parolee rests
with. the llational Parole Servi_ce.

The stipulations by which the parolee niust abide

are for the most p'art stanciard thrcughout Canaoa. These

corrditions appear on the back of a parole certificate wliich

the inmate must sign to indicate tl:at he understanqs t_he

conditions and v¡iIl a.bide by them during his period cf
parole 

"

The general conditic,ns applicable to all parolees a.re
as follows:

1. To reniain, until the expiry of sentence uinder the
authority of N¿rtional Pa-role Serr,'ice Regional
Representative in the designateci_ area.

2. To proceed- direct.ly to the area des;ignated anci,
immediately upon arrival and at least once ¿¡_ month
thereafter, to report faithfully tci the police
ne¿irest place of residence.

3" To accept the supervision and assistance of his
supervisor.

4. To remain in the immediate designated area or such
area as designat.eci by the F.egiona1 Representative
anci, if good cause exists to leal'e thj-s area
permission nrust be obtained beforehand thrcugh the
supervisor.

5 " To endeavour to maintain steady employment ano to
report at once to the IìeEional Representative
through the supervisor, any change or termination
of empJ-oyment or any other changes of cj_rcumstances
such asj accident or illness.
To secure advance approval from the Regiorral
Represent¿itive, througlr the supervisor, if at any

6"



time he wishes tc;:

(a) purchase a motor vehicle
(b) incur dekrts by borrowin.g morLey or instalment

buying
(c) a.ssume additional responsiT:ilities, such as

marryr-ngi
(d) o\^rn or carry firearms or other weapoïìs

7 " To abide by all instructions which may Lre girien bythe supervisor or by the Regiona'r Represeritative
tkirough the supervisor, anci especially with regard.tci employment, companions, hours, intoxicants,
operation of niotor vehicles, mecical or psychiatric
attention, family responsibilities, court obligaticns.

B. To ¿rbide by special conditions (if applicable) "

9. To forthwith comÍìunicate with the ReEional
Representative, through the supervisor, if parolee
is arrested or questionecl- by peace officers
regarding any of fer:ce.

10 " Tc: obey the law and fulfill all legai and social
responsibilities. (nemple t 1961:ll4-15)

Failure to meet any orìe of the above conditions rray

result in the suspension of parole by the Rergiorial

Representative. Typically, the Regional Representative

issues a l¡i,arrant of Suspension and a WarranÈ of Apprehension

which are usually executed by the police. The parolee is
placed in custody and held until the Natior¡al- parole Bcard

makes a decision on the case. They have the option of

revoking the ParoLe cert.ificate or allowing tL:e inciividual
to remain at large. rf the Regional Represeritative issues

a I¡rarrant of suspension, he r¡rust provide the board with a

detailed. report indicating the circumstances surrounding the

situatj-on. Although he may make recoflìmendations to the

Parole Board, the final decision is made b1, the board itself.
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ff the suspension is upherd and the certificate of
Pa-ro1e is revoked the person in question is deemecj tobe serving the original sentence being credited with
t,ime served in the institution. A revocaticn is con-
sid.ered a modification of the conciitic,ns of the
sentence only and therefore the Nationar parole Board_is not answerable to anyone for its decision nor is thedecision sub ject to appeal. (Remp j_e, Lg6L:116 )

rndividuals who are convicted of an indictabl-e
offerice, whether before or after the expiry of the actual
parole period, automatically for'feit the Farole certificate
and are required to serve the remainder of their sentence

as wel-l as any adciitionar time that the judge may impose.

All inmates who are incarcerated for violation of
any section of the criminal- code of canada come under the
jurisdiction of ttie Nationar parol-e Board, and. each has a

1egal right to appl-y for parole.

such parole application may emanate from the prisoner
himself or from anyone el-se in his beliarf . However,
the líational Parole Bcard expects a personal application
from the prisoner as well as an irrdication thaL- he isinterested in parole" (Remple, 1963:117)

Criminological literature has haci little to say

specifically about persons eligible for parole who decide

not to apply" sutherland indicates th¿rt "Many criminals
are opposed. to this (parole) policy, and some of thern, wherr

the time between eiigibility for parole and final discharge

is not great, waive the parole heariflg"" (sutherland, 1939:

643) " He continues,

The criminal does not feel that he has been treatea
unjustly if he is forced to pay the penalty for his
crime, but when he gets out of prison he wãnts to regard
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it as finisheo. parole means that tLre state still
regards him with suspicion, keeps snooping around, andis unwilling to give him a fair chance to get along as
an ordinary individua"l. Consequently, it has a bacj
effect psychologically upon the prisoner who isparoled" (Sutherland, Lg39 2643)

It would appear that the individual who regards

h'imself as a professional criminal may be opposeci to parole

because it tends to place what he views as unnecessary

restrictions upon his activities. Restrictive supervision

does not enhance one's opportunities for profitable crime.

Parole offícers and agents more often emphasize supervision

rather than guidance" such supervision often takes the form

of periodíc inspection, and parole officers are often
extremely skillfur at detecting viclations (sutherrand.,

L9392647) " virtually every aspect of the parole Agreement

used in the canadian setting is c:ontrary to the pursuit of
a successful criminal career (National Parcle Board Brochure

1967; Sutherland , L939 z282-83) 
"

A second aspect of the prisoïIe:rts occasional opposí-

tiorr to parole is the lingering stigma that it places on

the individual in the community. Goffman (1963:3, 30)

pcinted out that the stigma of criminality can be parti-
cularly devastating to both the ex-convict and his family.
The parolee often feels thaL he is "somehow oifferentr"
(Sutherland, 1939 2649). Or, as a respondent of Sutherland

(1939 2694) pointed. out, "Althoug'h we wall< the streets to
all outward. appearances free men¡ \^ie \^iear invisible
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A great deal of work has been done on the natrire of
the parole system (Gluek, 1945; Dressler, Ig5g; Kay and

vedder, L963i Glaser, L964) " Although they, for the most

part, neglect the non-applicant, some irrsight ínto the
nature of parole can be gleaned from them. There seems to
be general agreement, both in the literature and in the eyes

of the 1aw, that parole is a conditional release of selected
convicts prior to the completion of the courtrs seritence.

rt implies that the person continues in the ctrstody of the
state and that he may be reincarcerated in the event of
misbehavior" Parole is to be distinguishea from probation,
clemency¿ or pardon. rt allows a person to be r¡ioved from

the hrighly institutionalized environment of the prison to a

control-led. state in the community (Kay and vedder, Lg63:43) "

An underlying proposition of this project is that
certain values, either learned. or reinforced by prison
inLeraction, may influence the decision to apply for parole.
cLoward (1960:48) stated that, "üIe eïe led Èo the conclusion
that the inmate erite constitutes the most important source

of social control in the prison. " He further inoicated that
recidivists found in most penal populations are convinced

Èhat it is extremely difficult to function legitj-mately on

the outside, and thus these inmates provide a " . potent
socializing agent., whose influence elirninates the legítimacy
of institutj-onal norms for many first offend.ers" (cloward,
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1960:31) " The newiy-initiated convict may well believe that
the doors of opportunity on the outside are closed to the

ex-convict and this belief may reduce his desire to leave

the confines of the prison, at least whire under the

continued supervision of the state.
rnmates who are disincr-ined to resist official

pressure due to strong ties to the outside world and hopes

for freedom are hetd in low esteem by fellow prisoners.
Those persons who are most tikely to apply for parole are

openly ostracized (cLowardt l-960:57-60). such pressure

from other inmates may contribute to an avoid.ance of the
parole system by some individuals"

A further consideration revolves around inmates'

assumptions about who wíll be granted and who wirl noL be

granted parole. rf the nature of the convict sub--culture

is as strong as the literature suggests, then the inmate who

views himself as having little chance for parole may not
go to the trouble to apply. This is not to say that inmate

perceptions of parole crj-teria are correct. ohlin points
out that:

Althoug-h prisoners' views on parole selecti-on vary
according to their status as parole applicants, tlrereis, however, a rather v¡ell defined boãy of beliefs inthe prison community concerning the actual influences
which bring about a favorable or unfavorable parole
decision" It is frequently impossibl_e t.o find any
evidence to support these beliefs other tharr hearêay
or the authority of constant repetiticn. But as long
as they prevail they wiil be reflected in the offendãr'sattitude toward parore selection and the pa,role situa-tion" (Ohlin, L96Iz24)
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Rasmussen (1940), in one of the few empirical_ works

done on prj-sonersr attitudes toward the parole system,"

points out that penal authorities, and the general public,
commonly overlook inmates themselves as a source of
i-nformation about parole. rt is Rasmussenrs contention

that inmates, because of the nature of the situation in
which society has placed them, have knowledge and insights
of the system that no one else can obtain. He feels that
no description of the parole system is complete without
assessi-ng priscners' views on it..

The Hypotheses

Inasmuch as the problem explored in the present.

research has received little, íf âfly, attentj-on in the past,
the following hypotheses are not closely tied to any single
theoretical perspective" An attempt has been made, instead.,

to reach into a broad spectrum of exisÈing literature, to
formurate hypotheses and predict the direction of relation-
ships between variables on the basis of many sources. The

following portion of the chapter includes the hypotheses

and the rationale for their inclusion in this study.

Hypothesis 1" There is a negative relationship between
frequency of prior convictions and the
ciecision to apply for parole

This hypothesis was selected for a number of
reasons. confirmed criminal behaviorr âs indicated by

multiple convictions, shoulcl provide some indication that
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the inoividual is a career criminal. sutherland saw th¡is

first attribute of the professional criminal as being

"regular work at thef t. " Vüheel-errs research (1961:710 )

indi-cates that offenders become more criminal with each

offense and more crimínal with each term of imprisonment.

If the idea that the confirmed. criminal is likely
to view parole as an unnecessary restriction has crec-ence,

this hypothesis may be fruitful in that context.

The second reason for selection of the variable,
frequency of conviction, lies in the previous reference to
the strength of the inmate value system and the effective-
ness of the pri-son "grapevíne". It is nc¡t difficult to
believe that multiple offenders are viewed somewhat

unfavorably by parole-granting authorities. Nearly all
parole prediction tables use recidivism as a factor for
granting parole (Ohtin, L951) " Hence, if the individual
does not believe he wilL be granted parole, he may be less

likely to apply.

The recidivist may have been, and very probably will
have been, paroled at some time previously. If his parole

experi-ence was unfavorable then he may have negat.ive

attitudes toward it. and herice attempt to avoid it.

Hypothesis 2" There is a negative
acceptance of inmate
apply for parole

The literature abounds with

relationship between
norms and decision to

references to the
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strength of the inmate social system and to certain tenets

of it. Central to the rationale for inclusion of this
hypothesis are two aspects of the inmate value system.

First, an inmate value system does exist and. it constitutes
a powerful socializJ-ng influence on the individual during

his prison career. Second, an integral part of this system

is a universal dislike for prison authorities and, more

specifically, parole boards and parole officials.
The id.ea of a prison sub-culture relies heavily on

the concept of assimilation. Assimilation, as useci here,

refers to a relatively unconscious process during which a

person l-earns enough of the culture of a social unit in
which he is placed to make hím characteristic of that unit
(Clemmer, L940:87).

Virtually every study of prison life makes reference

to the strength and influence of inmate beliefs and controls.
Clinard (1958:514) points out that the strongest influence

on inmate beliefs is the convict sub-culture. He indicates

that this influence is greater than that of the officials
and professional persons on the prison staff. The inmate

who attempts to get along with his fell-ow inmates and to

benefit at the same time from the professional and.

administrat.ive staff may find hi¡r;self playing cont.radictory

roIes. Or, as Wheeler reported in his study of the inmate

sub-culture:
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The dominant normative order among inmates (at least
in terms of power and visibility if not numbers) is
strongly opposed to that of the staff. The inmate who
values friendship among his peers and also d.esires to
conform to the staffrs norms faces a vivid and real role
conflict. (Wheeler, 1961:704)

Sutherland (1939:668) pointed out that inmates who

wish to reform are call-ed "yello\n/", "ratt', or "stooI
p-igeon" by their príson peers. It is not at all unusual

for inmate and official values to be at odds, with the end.

result that inmate val-ues will take precedence (cIinard,

1958:513-14). The j-nmate value system, then, would appear

to be a dynamic socializing force in prison life"
Several authors have made reference to inmate

attitudes toward parole. Cloward (1960:31) and Miller
(1965:345) both make reference to the incj_dence of ill
feelj-ngs on the part of prisoners towards parole authorities.
Ohlin (l-95j-224) contends that, although these feelings may

not have any basis in fact, they profoundly affect the

ínmates' attj-tudes toward the parole situation.
Clemmer (1940267), when speaking of inmate attitudes,

comments on convicts' views of parole board.s. Members of

the parole board are openly sland.ered by prisoners.

Slanted stories of isolated incidents involving parole

officials are given great credence" Although the inmate

may have had no significant attitudes toward parole prior
to his confinement, he typically comes to accept the convict
view early in his prison career.
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It would seem to follow, therr, that a relationship
between acceptance of inmate norms and the decision to apply

for parole may exist" Clemmer (1940:298-315) , in tris

significant work on prisonization, (a neologism coined by

Clemmer to refer to the assimil_ation of the inmate sub-

culture) indicates that each inmate is more or less

prisonized by the inmate sub-culture. Those persons who,

for what.ever reason, are less affected would be more like1y
to apply, and those who have accepted the inmate value

system in large measure may be less likely to appIy.

Hypothesis 3 " There is a posi-tive relationship between a
favorable attitude toward parole and the
decision to apply for parole.

Ä,lthough this vari-able may seem somewhat self-
explanatory, there are several factors which should be

discussed concerning its inclusion in this research.

The inmates' attitudes toward parole, conditioned

by past experience with parole t or anticipated experience

in that contextr ilây result in an unwillingness to seek

parole.

There is a certaj-n interrelationship between this
hypothesis and the previous one concerning the acceptance

of inmate norms. As previously suggested, the literature
indicates that the parole system is often a much-despised

institution. Obviously, any inmate who views the parole

system as does this respondent of Rasmussen's may well be
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reluctant to apply:

No group of individuals, regardless of who they be or
how they are chosen, could possibly administer satis-
factorily such a monstrosity as parole. The whole
concept is a bLzarre, distorted, legalistic aberration
conceived by book-drunk freaks, administered by
scoundrels, foisted upon foo1s, and manipulated by
frauds in bishoprs frocks and editoríal visors.
(Rasmussen, 1940:595)

If hostility toward parole is an integral part of
the inmate sub-curture, then individuars who are substanti-
ally drawn into the inmate normative structure should.

exhibit negative feelings toward the parole system.

Although no previous research has substant.iated such a

relationship the l-iterature implies that attitude toward

parole and the inmate normative system are related"
This hypothesis may measure several factors which

the hypothesis concerning inmate norms will not measure. If
the individual is extremely apprehensive about his chances

for parole, he may wish to avoid failure by simply not

applying" Richmond (1965 :l-44-46) suggests that prisoners

are often apprehensive about. parole boards due to the

structure of the boards themselves. A vast amount of
decision making is necessarily done in a rimited amount of
time. To the prisoner, who may have spent months or even

years awaiting his chance to be consi-dered, the few minutes

that the parole board spend.s on each case may seem hardly
suited to the circumstance in which he finds himself. The

inmaÈe who knows that parole-granting authoritj-es only act
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favorably in what seems to him a small percentage of cases,

may not wish to risk the pain of being turned down (Richmond,

L965 zI44-46) "

Clemmer (1940:301) indicates that not all

individuals are drawn into the inmate sub-culture to the

same degree. The individual who has not been significantly

affected by the inmate sub-culture may still choose not Èo

apply due to apprehensions about life under the continuing

control of the state.

Even if prisons \¡rere more successful at making

significant changes in public offenders' attitudes, it

would stil1 be necessary to contend with the public's

unfavorable view of "ex-cons". The public is not so opposed

to the man's crime, but to the fact that he has been in
prison. The paroled convict often finds it extremely

difficult to cope with the stigma that society attaches to

him" It is often impossible to lead any type of meaningful

life with a prison record (Clinard, 1958:515-16).

The paroled individual is often easier to identify

than the man who is released without supervision. When the

inmate considers reporting to the parole officer, employer

reports, and the other trappings of parole, he may decide it

would be easier to reduce the stigma and. serve out his time.

Among prison populations, the overwhelmingly coÍrmon

attitude among inmates is that supervision of parole is

unnecessary and an obvious restraint. For many convicts
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parole rules seem to be a definite hinderance to making

successful adjustments írr the free community (Rasmussen,

L940:5BB).

The rationale for inclusion of the variable aLtitude
toward parole is Lhus twoford. First, atti-tude toward

parole would appear to be a function of assimiration of
inmate norms. second, an unfavorable attitude toward parole

may be related to the structure of the parole system itself,
in that inmates view parole as an un\^zanted restriction upon

release.

Hypothesis 4 " There is a positive relationship between
stable non-prison relationships and the
decision to apply for parole.

There are severaL factors involved in the inclusion
of non-prison relationships as a variable. Non-prison, as

we use it here, includes wife, parents, siblings, girl
friend, and an open category that allows for inclusion of
other relatives, clergy, friends, or former employer that
the inmate views as significant. clemmer (1940:301) in his
work on prisonization pointed out that the existence of
positive relationships outsj-de the walrs resulted in a lower

degree of assimilation of convict values. He also contended

that those persons having a loved one in the free community

are less likely to engage in abnormal sexuar activity while
j-ncarcerated (Clemmer , l,940 2257-58) . Sutherland (1939 2232)

indicated that marital status is "important to criminality
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and non-criminality because it determines the kinds of
behavior patterns with which a person comes in contact. "

Furthermore, stable marriages and family ties are often used

as a factor in predicting parole success (sutherland, 1939:

232¡ Clemmer , L940:257 , 258) "

This is a fairly coÍìmon sense concept. The

individual having posi-tive relationships on the outside
shourd be better motivated to seek parore than the inmate

who does not" The inmate with stable conÈacts in the free
community may also have greater opportunity for parore.

The individual with a family and the opportunity for employ-

ment (which perhaps has been obtained by a family member)

may be looked upon favorably by parole granting authorities.
fn the canadian setting, parole authorities utilize family
relationships as a consideraLion for the granting of parole
(Mil-ler , L965 2344) .

Thus, three factors may be influenced by family
relationships. First, the individual may have assimilated

fewer convict norms by maintaíning a frame of reference on

the outside and may be better motivated to seek parole.
second, if the assumption that inmates have some knowledge

of who is rikely to be granted parole is correct, then the

existence of stable family relationships may well influence
these intuitive impressions. Third, the individual with
family ties may be better abl-e Èo meet the conditions of
parole (i.e" employment, place to live) and therefore may be
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more likely to apply"

Hypothesis 5 " There is a positive relationship between
length of sentence and the decision to apply
for parole

sutherland (1939:643) points out that an expression

of prisoners opposition to parole is often manifested in a

deci-sion not to apply for parole when the time between

eligibility and final release is not too great. This

hypothesis would seem to be related to both the acceptance

of inmate norms (which tends to be generally opposed to the
parole system) and attitude toward parore. rt was hoped

that correlating length of sentence with the decision to
apply for parole would serve to add an important dimension

to the research design. rf, for example¡ \dê found inmates

having generally unfavorable attitudes toward parole and

parole authorities stilt applying for parole, some relation-
ship between length of sentence and decision to appfy might.

prove crucial" under the Parole Act of l95B provísion for
time eligibility is as follows:

1. One third. of the sentence or four years, whichever
is the lesser, in a sentence of a term of months or
years.

2. Seven years in a life sentence imposed by the court
as the maximum permitted by the Criminal Cod.e; and

3. Ten years in a life sentence commuted from a
sentence of death (Canada , I9G0; Miller , L965 :340 ) .

Thus, the individual with a reratively short sentence

would invest less (in terms of time behind bars) by not
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applying than would the individual with a longer sentence.

The following table may serve to illustrate this
point 

"

TABLE I. Length of SenLence and Time
Eligibility Under Condition
1958 Parole Act, Canada

of
of

Parole
the

Length of
sentence 2 years 4 years 5 years 10 years L2 years

L/3 of
sentence
(time at
which
eligibility
occurs )

9 mos. 16 mos" 20 mos. 40 mos.

Time
remaining
if inmate
does not
apply

15 mos" 32 mos" 40 mos" 80 mos.

in sentences
of 12 years
or more
eligibility
occurs after
4 year:s

Thus the penalties (in terms of

not applying become more severe

i-ncreases "

prison time remaining for
as lengLh of sentence

The individual with a shorter sentence may prefer

to serve his time in the institution and be able to regard

it as finished when he leaves the institution. He räay wish

to do this in order to continue a life of crime without the

restraints of parole, or to avoid the stigma of the parolee,

or simply to be independent and without restriction upon

rel-ease" Ho\^/ever, there would appear to be a point at which
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these considerations may be outweighted by the desire for
freedom"

Under the Criminal- Code all offenders are eligible
for parole at some time during their prison career" In

theory, a person sentenced to one day would be eligible for
parole some time during that day (Miller, L965:339). If
indeed those persons who have short sentences constitute a

significant number of the non-applicants it would appear

that those whom the courts and the lawmakers have seen as

the least dangerous offenders are the very persons who do

not utilize a'system whose aim is the rehabilitation of the

offender "

Inasmuch as this research relies to some extent on

the concept of internalization of convict norms and the

assimilation of the convict sub-culture, some construct

regarding time should be introduced. lrTheel-er, when

studying Clemmer's major work on assimilation of the convict

sub-cuLture (Clemmer chose to call- this process pri-soniza-

tion) found that the time variable is of prime importance

(Clemmer , L940 z87 , L7I¡ Wheeler, 196I) . InTheelerts data

suggests that Clemmerrs concept of prisonization is more

complex than Clemmer indicated" Vüheeler (1961:711) found

that assimilated inmate values are largely extinguished as

the time for release approaches.

Two purposes are served by the hypothesis relating
length of sentence to parole application. First, the
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individual with a shorter sentence does not make as large a

personal investment by rrot applying for parole as does the

individual with a longer sentence. Second, prior research

indícates that assimilation of inmate norms is related to

temporal considerations.

Hypothesis 6. There is a positive relationship between the
amount of academic education possessed by
the individual and the decision to apply for
parole

Individuals in today's society find it increasingly

difficult to compete economically without adequate education.

Advancing technology demands increasing levels of education"

Typically, it requires a good education to obtain employ-

ment above the level of unskílled labor (Kahl, 1965:95).

Sutherland (1939), Barnes and Teeters (1959) and

Ca1dwell- (1965) all indicate that incarcerated offenders

generally have a lower level of formal education than that

of the general public"

Education and parole applicatJ-on may be linked for

several reasons. The better educated convict may be better

equipped to meet informal parole requirements than the

poorly educated. individual. The inmate who has a job

waiting for him on release stands a better chance of being

paroled than the inmate who has not secured employment.

Better educated persons often have avenues of employment

open to them which are not open to persons with lower

levels of education (Kahl, L965:95). Employers often
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utilize job specifications which exclude individuals who

have dropped out of school early in their formal educational
career. The relationship to the present research is that
lesser educated inmates have fewer job opportunities, and

knowing that parole granting authorities use emproyment as

a criteria for granting parole, may be rel-uctant to apply"

A further consideration of educaÈion and parole

apprication involves the differences in the socialization
process that exist between the school dropout and the youth

who remains in school. sutherland (1939:250) felt that the

school system provided children with 'certain values of a

law abiding society". The dropout, on the other hand,

receives a large measure of his socialization on the streets.
The situation there is commonly the antithesis of Èhe class-
room experience" Youths who have left the school system at
an early age frequently exhibit delinquent behavior" These

i-ndividuals often have assimilated the norms of the

criminal sub-culture at an early age. The school dropout

may be interested in pursuing a l-ife centered around the

successful commission of crime and not wish to be impeded

by parole restrictions.

Hypothesis 7 " There is a positive relationship between
significant job skills possessed by the
individual and the decision to apply for
parole.

The use of significant job skills as an independent

variable is intended to measure a dimension that is not
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reached by the education variable. A,rthough the individual
may have completed high school- (grade l'2) , this does not,
in all cases, mean that he is ready to enter the competitive
labor market" conversely, the individuar who has dropped

out of the formar educational system at a relatively early
age may possess significant job skil_ls" He may have

completed an apprenti-ceship program, have attended a trade
school which would not be included in the academic

educational variabl-e, have been trained by the armed forces
for some skilled taskr or have worked for several years in
an industry which resulted in some on-the-job training.
Recognition of job skills and parole success is suggested

by the ever increasing number of penal instituÈions which

have instituted vocational training programs in recent
years (CaldweI1, 1965:618) .

Thus the individual who possesses saleable job

skilIs may envision 1ife, upon release from prison, from

the perspective of 1aw abiding society" FIis intention
may well be to return to his trade, avoid entanglements

with the law and meet the expectations of non-criminal

society. Parole regulations would not be viewed by such

an individual as a hinderance or obstacle to making a

satisfactory adjustment. caldwelr (1965:tl8) points out

that ind.ividuals who possess job skirrs may be less rikely
to return to a life of crime than the individual who is
unable to obtain steady employment upon release.
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Conversely, the individual who lacks a 1egitimate

trade may view life on the outside in terms of making a

living by illega1 means " The regulations that a parolee

must follow are not conducive to such an enterprise"

A further consideration is that the individual who

lacks significant job skills may feel- he is unable to meet

the requirements of the parole system (i.e. that the inmate

have some prospect for employment) and hence believe that
he will not be granted parole.

The hypothetical stance taken here is that
individuals with significant job skills are more likely to

apply for parole than those inmates who lack such skills"

Hypothesis B. There is a positive relationship between
age and the decision t,o apply for parole

Crime t ot at least being apprehended. is primarily a

phenomenon peculiar to young men. Adult males from 20-30

years of age are arrested more frequently than any other

age group (Roebuck , 1967:254) " Crimes of violence appear

to peak at age 19 to 20 and remain constant for 5 to 10

years at which time they typicalty change to crimes

requiring less agility and daring, or crime is abandoned

entirely (Sutherland, 1939:269) 
"

Cantor (1939:325) when citing Glueckrs work, reports

that "only within the factor of aging [emphasis in the

originall was there a significant trend a\^ray from criminal

conduct o o "
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The passage of time brings about. an accumulation
Iemphasis in the original] of those ïncTlneã to reform
at various spans, this accumulation reaching its peak
at 31-35 years" . If reformation has not occurred
by Lhe thirty-sixth year, it i-s less likely to occur
thereafter" (Cantor, I-939 2325)

Several authors indicate that parole success is
lower with younger offenders (Sutherland, 1939:655¡ Dressler,

L959:119)" Although society has a tendency to be more

inclined to help the younger offender, the reality of the

matter is that he is more prone to recidivism than are older

offenders. If a pattern existsr âs the literature suggests,

age may be a meaningful variable with respect to parole

application.

If increasing age brings about a curtailment of
criminal activities then it woul-d not seem unreasonable to

assume that the older inmate would be more likely to seek

parole. Individuals who wish to reform are not substanti-

ally drawn into the inmate sub-culture (Clinard, 1958:514).

They are more likeIy to conform to the staff normative

structure and thus view parole favorably.

The younger offenderr orr the other hand, ilây have

intention of foresaking a criminal career and choose not

apply in ord.er to avoid close supervision upon release.

Hypothesis 9 "
There is a positive relationship between
factual knowledge about the parole system
and the decision to apply for parole

Goffman (196122L0-16), when speaking of total
institutions, indicates that índividuals who have "an

no

to
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intimate" knowledge of the formal system are better able to

"work" the system" The point is that those inmates who

have knowledge of the institution are in a better position
to make the system work for them"

This would seem to lend credence to the idea that
prisoners who have some knowledge of the factual workings

of the parole system may be more likely Èo avail themselves

of it. On the other hand, the individual who has littIe
knowledge of the system may fear it or become insecure when

involved in it"

It is important to point out here that the quality
of "knowledge" that is relevant Lo this hypothesis is to be

distinguished from the "kno\,v1edge" referred to when

discussing inmate norms. Inmate's so-called "knowledge" of
the parole system often has lit.tle relationship to reality
and instead constitutes what might best be described as a

negative mythology. This hypothesis deals instead wíth the

inmates grasp of factual information about the parole

system in Canada.

Although most prisoners have access to information

about parole (a handbook published and circulated by the

National Parole Board (1966) is theoretically available to

all inmates), some may not seek such information, orr

because of some personal deficiency such as illiteracy, may

not comprehend the material presented.

It is hypothesised that individuals with l-ow levels
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of knowledge concerning the parore procedure will be less

likely to apply.

These, then, are the hypotheses tested in the present

study, along with a review of the relevant literature from

which they were derived"



CHAPTER III
MJETHODOLOGY

Research Design

There are a number of ways in which j-nformation

concerning inmates who do not apply for parole might be

gathered. Participant observation has been used in past

criminorogical research. This approach was rejected due to
time considerations and the limited number of inmates that
Èhe researcher could contact using such a technique.

Festinger and Katz (I953272) point out that participant
observation often presents "practical difficulties', as it
consumes great amounts .cf time"

Two other approaches seemed applicable. The first
is the analysis of institutional records, and the second,

the use of an interview schedule or a questionnaire

(Fest.inger and Katz, 1953:15-56, 300-27 ¡ Phillips I 1966 277 ,

107-33; Young, 19662L2,2L,214-73)" There are several

relevant considerations to be taken into account. One is
the accuracy of information that inmates themselves will
provide. Rasmussen (1940) indicates that research in penal

institutions is unique in that the researcher is often
dealing with an embittered, hostile population" The use of
institutional records alone would provide more accurate data,

32
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and thus minimize the possíbilíty of obtaining'erroneous

information" Such an approach would not, however, provide

attitudinal information which the l-iterature indicated was

crutial to the problem.

The approach that was chosen combined the use of

institutional- records and the administration of a question-

naire. Inmate records vrere utilized to identify individuals

who met the criteria for inclusion in the study, and. to
provide background characteristj-cs of those who became

respondents" It was felt that the use of documentary

sources served to minimize erroneous information regarding

a number of variables" A questionnaire was constructed. to

measure variables dealing with attitudes and socj-al

perception 
"

The research is based on a cross sectional technique;

that is, a "slice out of time" is taken and analyzed. This

method allows the researcher to determine the characteristics
of a population at a given point in time (Goode and Hatt,

1952:100; Festinger and Katz, 1953222; Young, 1966:13-21,

131-33) "

A control group was used j-n the present research to
provide comparability" Inasmuch as a central concept of the

research is that certain differences exist between those

inmates who apply for parole and thcse who do not it is feit
that inclusion of a control- group was imperative (Festinger

and Katz, L953:84-115). The control group was composed
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entirely of inmates who had applied for parole but had not
been notified of the outcome of their application. The

experimental group was composed entirely of inmates who had

passed their date of eligibility and had chosen not to apply.
No sampling technique has been utilized in the

present research" rnitial meetings with the National parole

service and Manitoba penitentiary personnel revealed that
the universe of non-applicants would probably not exceed

fifty in number. Therefore, a decision was made to incrude
all- individuals who had passed their application date with-
out giving any indication of intent to app1y.

The control group similarly constitutes a universe.
All individuals who had applied for parole but had not been

notified of the outcome of their application were placed in
the control group. Thus, the two popurations vrere enumerated

rather than sampled"

Research Setting

The site of the study was the Manitoba penitentiary
located at Stony Mountain, Manitoba. The Manitoba

Penj-tentiary is a Federal rnstitution administered by the
Department of Justice through its Commissioner of
Penitentiaries. rt is one of nine medium security institu-
tions in canada. The grounds are divided into two major

areas, one a walled complex and the other a farm annex. The

farm annex represents a less security conscious area and is
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utilized for housing offenders who are able to function in
such a setting" Tnmates are typically moved from the walled
area to the annex and then released. vocational trainj-ng is
offered for individuals housed in the walled complex. I¡Iork

statj-ons at stony Mountain are similar to many northern

united states and canadian instítutions. rnmates work in
food preparation, a machine shop, shoe shop, sheet metal,

tailor shop, change room, janitorial services, carpentry,
steam engineerirg, electrical service, plumbing and

masonry. Although the inmate population is subject to some

fl-uctuation it remains around 450 in number.

Initial data concerning the inmat,es incl_uded in the

project was obtained through the National parole service

office in winnipegr ivlanitoba. permi-ssion was obtaj-ned. from

the Parole Service Regional Representative to research their
records "

The records in the Paro1e Service office contained

all pertinent information with regard to the inmates'

criminal careers as well as social, educational, and.

emproyment histories. No pertinent case had to be excluded

from the study due to a lack of information Ín the parole

Service files "

Mieasurement of the Variables

The dependent variable was parole application. This

forms a natural dichotomy and was defined in the following
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way for the present research. The "parole applicants" are

those individuals who had made written application to the

National Parole Board for consid.eration for parole, but who

had not yet been notified of the outcome of their applica-
tions. The "non-applicants" are defi-ned as t.hose individuals
who had passed the date of eligibility to apply for parole

and had chosen not to apply"

The independent variables follow with an explanation

of the i-nstruments utilized for their measurement.

The form used for recording social background

characteristics and the questionnaire employed in the study

are presented in Appendix A.

Frequency of prior convictions. Parole Service

Records whích contaj-n the Royal Canadian Mounted Polj-ce

FingerprinÈ Section Arrest and Conviction Records were

utilized for determining the number of prior convictions.

Only convictions \^/ere counted" Arrests which did not result
in a conviction were excluded.

Acceptance of inmate norms. The instrument used to

measure the extent to which inmates accepted the norms of

the inmate population was developed by Stanton Wheeler

(1961) as a test of Clemmerrs concept of prisonization. This

instrument consists of scale items involving hypothetical

conflict situations which are used as an index of conformity

to staf f rol-e expectations. VrTheeler f elt that although
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such an index may measure only a part of the complex

phenomena referred to by clemmer as prisonization, it "does

seem to get at a central core: the acceptance or rejection
of norms and role definitions appried to inmates by prison
staff" (C1emmer, L940; Wheeler, 1961:700). Wheeler also
utilized two items to measure the extent of inmate invorve-
ment in the informal life of the prison community. These

two items, one aimed at intensity and the other at
extensity of involvement were utilized in the present study
(Clemmer, 1940i Wheeler, 1961)"

AttiÈude toward parole. The data corlection instru-
ment utilized to measure attitude toward parole was designed

by the researcher" The existing r-iterature on inmates

attitudes toward the parole sysÈem was examj-ned and items

constructed that would hopefully differentiate between the

applicants and non-applicants (voung, rg66 :359-66 ; phi11ips,

1966:I].B-22) "

The resulting scale contains twenty-three items.
The concept of att.itude in the present research is defined
as the individuars inclinations and feelings, prejudice or

bias, perceived notions, ideas, fears, threats, and

convictions about any specific topic (Thurstone, I92g:

529-3r) " The items utilized on the att.itude toward parole

scale represent a broad spectrum of concepts relati-ng to
parole as suggested by Likert (1937)"
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Stable non-prison relatj-onships. Two sources of
information were utilized to measure stable non-prison

relationships. The first was information contained in the

Parole service case records " The second involved a series

of items in the questionnaire" These questions provide a

measure of the indíviduals intensity and extensity of
relationships in the free communl-ty. A four category

typology was developed which allowed combining the intensity
and extensity factors for purposes of data analysis.

Length of sentence. The inmates length of sentence

I^ias obtained from Parole Service records. In cases where

the individual had received several sentences (i.e. two

years for theft and. one year for forgery to be served

consecutively) the total- was recorded. If the sentences

were concurrent the total time to be served was utilized.

Academic Education. The respondents level- of

academic education was obtained from Parole Service records.

Many of the individuals had dropped out of school at some

point during a particular school year. Only the l-ast year

completed was recorded since it was questionable how much

actual learning had. Laken place during the uncompleted year.

This is consistent. with most public and private enrployment

agencies u'ho utilize rast yeer completed.

Job Skills. Info::mation regard-ing job sl<-i11s was
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arso taken from Parole service records. The inmates were

placed i-nto occupati-onal t.ypes accordirg to a methccÍ

suggested k,y P'oebuck-. Roebucl¡'s scheme util-izes four
categories. They are as follows:

1" skilled laborer rnmate v,'orked. for at least 6 mos.
as a skilled laborer, wtrich is d.efined. as a v,,orker
v"ho usec tools and processes which are usable only
by cne who Lras been trained for a period of tíme
(orrer 6 r.os. ) in tracie school or as an apprentice.
He was familiar with the technj.cal aspec:ts of his
skilled job.

2. semi--skilleci laborer The semi-skilred ruorker used
tools and processes reguiring some trainirrg and he
worked for at least 6 mos. as a semi-sk_illed
laborer. He had experience under guid-ance or study
at the Lrade. The processes, however, were r:.ot
greatly complicated and the perioci of training was
short (3 mos" ) "

3. Unskilled laborer The inmate r,rorkecr. at any kind
of rough task for which he had no training. Mere
strength of hand or keeri.ness of e1's--unt.utored
through any cc)urse of apprerrticeship training--was
the only requirercent.

4. Clerical worker or cther sel_f- explanatory.
(Roebuck , L967 2276-77)

The Dictionary of Occupat.ional, Titjes (f965) was

consulted to determine placement of specific jobs in the

four categories " This dictionary provid-es a <iescription of
specific jobs, as well as the phrysical demancis, working

conditions ancl amoutnt of training requireci irr the occupation.

Age. Age was determined from,

In all cases ag-e at iast birthrday was

Paro]-e Service Records.

utilized.

A thirteen iten true-Factual knowledge of par:oIe.
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false test was cesigned to measure factual knowledge of
pa-roIe. The questions were constructecl_ entirely from

literature ¡;ublished by the National- parole Board. The

rcajor source was the Handbook on parole (xa'¿ional parole

Boarrlz L966) which j-s a guide for inmates corrcernj-ng parole.

Pretest of the Data Collection Instruments"

Th.e questionnaire v¡as pretes'.ed to provide a test of
the clarity of questions a-no of the correct,ness of inter-
pretation put upon the questions b1, responCents (young,

19662207) " Residents of a. Nationai penitentiary service

Community Release Center located- in WinniF,egr Manitoba were

utilized in the pretest. The pretest respondents hact

recently been provisionally reieased from the Manj.toba

Penitentiary " The indivj-duals involved in the pretest rvere

interviewed by the researcher after they completed the

qtr-estionna.ire. Their criticisms of the instrument resulted

in several structural changes and the addition of one item

on the attituCe toward parole scaLe.

Data Collection

Initial d-ata collection took place at the National_

Parol-e Service Offices in Vüinnipeg" Th,ere v;as some question

irr the mind of the researcher whether all of the inrLiates

iivere fully ínformed regarding the date on which thel' could

apply for parole. The application da-te is determined by

the Parole service by sr-''btracting five months from. the date
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the inciividual is eligible for parole (i"e" five morrths

hefore they are eligible to leave the institution on paroJ-e)

Two n'ethocis were used to determine if each irrdividual- was

cognizant of his application date" First, each j-nmate

received written notice indicaLing his application date.

Examinat.ion of the case files revealed that. a carbon copy

of this correspondence v,'as kept in the inmate's f i1e.

Copies were found, without exceptior:, in ever1,, fil-e
examined. A second check consisted of the -inmate's l.:now-

ledge of his application ciate as revealed Ï,y questicnnaire

responses. Two questions vtere asked concerning whether or

not the individual was eligible and wirether or not he had

applieci. Arr respondents provid.ed the researcher with ttiis
informatíon. rt was therefore concludea that ail informants

possessei, the knowiedge nec€-:ssary to make application for
parole.

Compiling the Iist- of non-applicants proveo diffi-
cult. The Parole Service had no clear listing of inmates

who were eligible but hai, not applied fcr release on parole.

As a result it was necessary to examine a master index

card for each individ.ual wl:o ha.d been committed to the

i{anitoba Penitentiary. The procedure followed r'¡as to begin

with the most rêc€:r'ìt admission and work b¿,ckwards chrono-

logica11y" The Ivianitoba Penitentiary is a medium secu-rity

institution and few in¡,rat.es are serving sentences of five
yeers or more. As the researcher proceeded. back in time,
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fewer and fewer cases \^/ere found that \,vere stilt in the
institution. By the year 1960, a pcint of diminishing
returns was reached" No usak;le records were founci (apr;li-
cants or non-applicants) a.mong the i960-l962 admissions.

A check was made with prison officials who were unable to
mention any inmates admitted prior to 1960 who had not
applied for parole. rt is therefore highly unlikery that
any case was missed due to the selection of 1960 ai,missions

as the cut. off poínt for data col-Iection.

Th.e form entitled ',Inventory of Social Character-

istics" was fiIled out entirely from the records at- the

Parole service office. Documents utirizea i-nclud.ed the

following:

1. The Royal Canadj_an Mounted police FingerprJ-nt

Section report of prior arrests and convictions.
2 " Police Reports.

3 " Pre-sentence reports.

4. Institutional classificatj_on reports.
5. Newcomerrs euestionnaire from penitentiaries

and corresponding forms from provincial prisons.

The form is presented in Appenoix A"

The enumeration of i-nmates who comprise the control
group was obtained by utilizing the líst of recent appli-
cants maintained by the parole Service.

Festinger and Kat.z (1953:114-15) point out that
control groups shouLld. be treated in the same manner as the
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experimental grcup whenever possible. Following their
suggestion the same documents were utilized for both groups

when completing the fnventory of social characteristics.
With the exception of three items, collection of

data concerning social characteristics of the informants

was straightforv;ard and uncomplicated.

Information on marital_ status occasionally proved

somewhat contradictory at various points in the case file.
sever¿i1 cases were listed as married on one document and

common-la\d on another (or similar combinations) " fn most

cases the conflict was resolved by reading tlrrough the

entire case file. rn cases where this cid not provide an

explanation the most recent document was accepted.

Data collection concerning family interest was

handled in the followingi manner. The researcher read, each

document in relevant case fíles that contained information

about the inmate's family relationships. An overall
impression was thus gained and notations macie regarding

which, if âny, family members maintained an interest in the

inmate. Relative strength of ínterest in the inmate was

arranged in a three category scheme consisting of low,

n-edium, and high interest. Placement of inrnates into one

of the three categories \^/as not done on the basis of total
numbers of persons who maintained an interest in the inmate

but rather on the i-ntensity of relations with any persons

outside the institution. Thusr ârr individual whose parents
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had no interest in the inmate but whose wife was crearry
interested in contj-nuing contact with the individual and

maintaining the niarital bond would be classif ied as "higih".

The approach here is one of quaritative analysís of written
material (Festinger and Katz, 1953242L-22) " Such an

approach allows for systematic description of synbclic

communication (Festinger and Katz, 1953:422-23; phillips,

L966 ¡22I-22) .

Prior Conviction data included only offenses for
which the individual had been convicted. Dismissalsr cases

dropped and other outcomes short of convj-ction were not

counted" The Royal Canadian Mounted Police Fingerprint

Section record of arrests and convj-ctions was the documentary

source used for this purpose.

The Interview

Respondents were divided into groups of ten fcr
purposes of administering the quest.ionnaires " The inoividual
inmates included in the research received passes instructing
them to report to the administration building of the prison

at a specified t.ime. Each group of ten innates was s;eated

in a conference room and the researcher introduced himself

as a graduate student from the University of Man:Ltoba" The

project was described as a stud.y of the parole system in
Canada" The researcher explained that individual opinions

were important as were the opinions of inrirates in general.
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The primary emphasis of the short introduction was a

çiuarantee of anonymi-ty to the inmates. Emphas j_s was placed

on the fact that no official from the penitentiary service

or the Parole Service would be allowed. to see the question-

naires. Rasm.ussen (1940) points out that a convincing

guarantee of anonymity is of vital importance in penal

research "

Most individuaLs were able to complete the

questionnaire in thirty minutes with some running as long

as one hour. Respondents who were functionally illiterate
were seen individually and the instrument was read to them.

Analysis of the Data

Goodman and Kruskalrs tau-b (fn¡ was chosen to

measure the degree of association between the dependent

variable and the various independent variables throughout

the project" Tb has several advantages in the context of
the present research. As a measure of association Tb

allows the researcher to summarize Èhe strength of the

relationship between two variables (Blalock t l-96C2227) 
"

Measures of association further allow comparisc.n of several

relaLionships and reach a conclusion as to which is the

strongest (Blalock , 1960 2227) " In the context of the

present research such an approach is particularly applicable

because nine independent variables are being related to a

single dependent variable.
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Tb is of further value as it meets the conditions
c:f a "proportionar reduction in error" measure as outlined
by costner (1965) " Alr proportional reduction in error
measures of association ha.ve a conìmorr 1ogic"

Briefly stated, that common logic entails the deter-
mínation of the prediction error expected from know-
ledge of the marginals and a specification of the oegree
to which that error may be reduced by a prediction rure
utilizing knowledge of a second varíab1e" (Mue1ler,
l-97 0 2247 )

For purposes of sociological research, measures that
represent the predictability of one variable from
knowledge of another appear to provide the ¡o.ost useful
measures. (Costner, l-965:342)

Goodman and Kruskals te,u-b provides values between

0 and +1 inclusive; +1 is the case of "complete associa-

tion", and 0 is the case of "independence" (Goodman and

Kruskal, 19542760)" Blalock (1960:232) points out that the

ability to interpret values between 0 and *1 has an

"intuitive meaning" and would seem superior to measures

based on chi squere.

Tb is a measure of association for the investigat.ion
of the relationships between two nominar scales. Although

a case coul-d be made for treating all the independent

variabres i-n the present research as ordinal leve1 datar Ðo

measure of association which has a proportional red.uction

in error interpretation has been devised which allows

analysis of an independent ordinal variable and a nominal

dependent variable" The arguments nade in favor of the use

of proportional reduction in error measures by the
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preceeding authors (Goodman and Kruskal, L954; Bl-alock,

1960; Costner, 1965) would appear to outweigh the losses

made by reducing certain variables to nominal level data.

Recognizing that Tb is a measure of association the

present research also utilizes a test of significance.

I¡trinch and Campbell (1969:140) point out that although tests
of significance seldom "prove" a hypothesis "the social

scientist is better off for using the significance test
than for ignoring it". Blal-ock (1960) suggests four tests

of significance that might be applicable in the present

research; runs test, Mann-Whitney U test, Wilcoxon matched

pairs signed ranks test and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
(Blalock , L960:187-2L0) . Of the four the Kolmogorov-

Smirnov is the most useful i-n the context of the present

research. The Smirnov (following Bla-lock it was decided to

drop the first portion of the name) test is designed to

allow the placing of data in ordered. categories without

being either "invalidated or mad-e unusually cumbersome by

the presence of large numbers of ties" (B1alock, 1960:203).

"The test statistic used in the Snirnov test is the maximum

difference between two distributions" (elalock, L960 :203) .

It is a test of whether two independent samples have been

drawn from the same population (Siegal, 1956:I27) " The

Smirnov test is particularly useful in the present research

as a relatively small numl¡er of cases and scal-es with few

items tend to produce ties and. Èhe need for the c;rdering of
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categories " The " 05 level of significance is used to reject
a hypothesis of no difference in the present research

(Mue1ler, L97 0:401) .

Likert Type Scales

Likert type scales \^rere utilized on the section

dealing with attitude toward parole and wheeler's measure of
prisonization. The Likert scale uti-lizes a series of
statements which are expressive of a wide range of attitudes
toward a particular question or object. The statements

emphasize values rather than facts. A response continuum

follows each statement whj-ch allows the subject to check

or underline a response ranging from ',strongly agree" to

"strong'ly disagree". Response continuums typically range

from three to six responses with occasicnal variation of
the wording of responses to suit the needs of the researcher
(Likert, L937¡ Goode and Hatt, L952:274-82; phillips, L9662

184-85; Young , L966 :358-59 ) . fn the five-point continuum,

for example, weights of L,21 3, 41 5 or 5,41 3, 21 1 are

assigned to the various respcnses, the direction of weighting

being determined by the favorableness or unfavorableness of
the item (Voung, L966:359). A total score for each

respondent completing the scale is obtained by summing the

val-ue of each item that is checked..

The attj-tude toward parole section, which was

designed. for the present project, utilizes a five-point
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response continuum as suggested by Likert (1937). The

internalization of inrnate norms scale, which was developed

by Wheeler (1958, L96I) , utilizes a four-point response

scheme with the exception of one item which utilized two

possible responses. This was a ciirect application of
Wheeler I s scale.

Both scales were subjected to the 'ucriterj_on for
internal consistency" method suggested by Likert (1967).

The criterion for internal- consistency method provides for
the selection of items that will consistently separate

those people who are "high" from those who are "Iow" on the

attitude continuum (Goode and Hatt, 19522275)" Likert
(1967 ) referred to statements that fail Lo measure what the

rest of the statements in a scale measure as "undifferen-
tiating" and commented that "the statement does not

measure what the battery measures and hence to include it
contributes nothing to the scaler' (Likert: 1967) " The

criterion of internal consistency utilizes the responses of
the group that constitutes one extreme on the attitude
being measured. and compares them with the responses of the

group that constitutes the other extreme.

The difference of the means of the two groups (high

and low scores) is computed to determine the discriminatory
po\'rer of each item. Likert (1967:93) pointed out that the

criterion for internal- consistency yields essentially the

same results as item analysis without the laborious
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calculations necessary in item analysis.

Likert suggested utilizing the high and l_ow deciles
for purposes of comparison. The present research utilized
the upper and lower quartile approach su.ggested by Goode

and Hatt (L9522276) as it was felt that, in view of the

relatively smali- number of cases, ten per cent might include

only deviant cases. fn instances where quartile distribu-
tions contained several tied scores, alL cases on the

particular cutoff point \^zere included.

ftems in which the difference between the means of

the high quarÈíIe and the low quartile was less than 1.OO

were exclud.ed from the scales (Goode and Hatt, 1952227G).

When the criterion for internal consistency was

applied, the results j-ndicated that items 2r 3, and 20 in
the attitude toward parole scale failed to differentiate
between the upper and lower quartile and were excluded.

The results further indicated that items 6 and 7

should be excluded from Wheelers measure of staff-inmate
role expectations.

A discussion of the items excluded from Vüheelet's

scale is contained in Chapter V" Appendix A may be

consulted for identification of the excluded items.



CHAPTER IV

THE RESPONDENTS

Respondents Included in the Research

Of the list of potential candidates for inclusion
in the study compiled from parole servíce record,s ninety-
two individuals were in the institution at the ti-me of the

study. A total of seventy-six inmates were eventually
j-ncluded in the findings. The seventy-six respondents were

comprised. of forty-three applicants and thirty-three non-

applicants.

Of the ninety-two individuals available to the

researcher, three had recently been advised of the outcome

of their parole applications and thus oid not fit the

criteria for inclusion in the study. Despite efforts to

check each questionnaire as it was completed, one had to be

excluded as it lacked both name and inmate number. One man

read only Italian and spoke virtually no Engtish. Another

individual had visual problems and was noÈ amenable to
having the researcher read the questions to him. Ten

inmates were outright refusals.

The refusal rate of 10. B per cenÈ is only slightly
above the 10 per cent average suggested by Steptran and

McCarthy (1958) " Stephens and Reid (L970) report a 10 per
50
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cent refusal- rate in non-penal- setLings in Manitoba. rn

view of the unique research setting of the present research

it is not felt that the refusal rate is unusually high.

Age

The respondents ranged in age from seventeen to
sixty. More than half (65 per cent) !^/ere under thirty.
This ís consistent with most penal populations (sutherland,

1939 2269) .

A frequency distribution by age and parole applica-
tj-on status is presented in Table II.

TABLE fI. Age of Seventy-six Inmates by parole
Application Status, L970, Manitoba
Penitentiary

Age at.
last
birthda

Both
Number

Groups
Per Cent

Applicants
Number Per Cent

Non-applicant
Number Per Cent

0-19

20 29

30 39

40-49

50 and
over

5

44

19

7

I

I

5B

25

9

l-

5

23

11

3

1

L2

53

26

2

0

2T

B

4

0

0

64

24

L2

0

76 100 tl 1 r00 33 100

F.ace

The respondents were exclusively lVhite, Indian or
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Metis (i"e. d.escendents of unions between Native Indians and

Whites, principally Europeans). It was difficult to
accurately distinguish between the rndians and Metis in the

institutionar records, and hence, the two groups have been

listed together in the present research. The number of
rndians and Metis in the Manitoba penitentiary is dispro-
portionate to their frequency in the general population.
Data gathered in l-965 showed zz.5 per cent of the institu-
tional population to be rndian or }¡retis. Disproportionate

representation of rndians and. ivletis in institutional
populations is common in the canadian setting (canadian

Correctj-ons Association, L967). The seemingly high

percentage of Indians and Metis (21 per cent) in the

present research does not reflect a bias in the selection
of cases, rather it reflects the racial distribution in
the institutional- population.

A frequency distri-bution of the race of the

respondents by parole application status is presented in the

foLlowing table.
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TABLE III" Race of Seventy-six
Applicati-on Status,
Penitentiary

Inmates by trarole
I970, Mani-toba

Both Groups
Number Per Cent

Applicants
Number Per Cent

Non-applicant
Number Per Cent

Whíte

Indian and
Metis

70

30

23

10

86

L4

3779

2t

60

L6

76 100 43 100 33 100

it{arital Status

Roebuck (1967 2253) reports that "studies show a

higher proportion of criminals than of the general popula-

tion to be unmarried or to have failed j_n marriage. " The

respondents in the present research refrect this. sixty-
four per cent were either single, divorced or separated.

The following table contains the data concerning

the marital status of the respondents.
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TABLE IV. MariLal Status of Seventy-six Inmates
by Parole Application Status , IgTO IManitoba Penitentiary

Both Groups
Number Per Cent

Applicants
Number Per Cent

Non-applicant
Number Per Cent

Married

Single

Divorced or
Separated

Common-Law

Widowed or
other

1B

40

24

53

l1

13

0

10

23

23

53

24

52

15

9

0

3

7

o

10

7

16

B

L7

5

3

76 100 43 100 33 100

Length of Sentence

Because the Manitoba penitentiary is a medium

security institution most inmates have relatively short
sentences. The respondents included in the present research

reflect the nature of a medium security institution.
seventy-seven per cent had sentences of l-ess than three
years" only 6 per cent had sentences of four or more years.

Provincial institutions are normally charged with maintenance

of all inmates with sentences of less than two years. The

present research includes five cases with sentences of less

than two years. These respondents are parole violators who

I^/ere returned to the Federal Penitentiary system. All five
of these cases met the criteria for inclusion in one of the
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two populations and have therefore been included.

Table V describes length of sentence by parole

applicatj-on status for the seventy-six respondents.

TABLE V. Length of Sentence of Seventy-six Inmates
by Parole Application Status , Lg7O,
Manitoba Penitentiary

Length of
sentence Both

Number
Groups
Per Cent

Applicants
Number Per Cent

Non-applicant
Number Per Centr_n vears

0 - 1.9

2 "0 2.9

3.0 3.9

4.0 5.9

6 and over

5

53

13

4

I

7

70

\7

5

I

3

29

9

1

1

7

67

2T

2

2

2

24

4

3

0

6

73

l2

9

0

76 100 43 100 33 100

Place of Residence Prior to Committment

More Èhan half of the respondents were residing in
greater winnipeg at the time of their committment. fnasmuch

as the lvianitoba Penitentiary is a federal institutiono a

substantial number of the respondents were committed from

provinces other than Manitoba.

The ecological zones are based on the areas

contained between concentric circles eminating from winnipeg.

Zone I is a 25 mire radius around winnipeg and contains the

area commonly referred to as metropolitan winnipeg. zone 2
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was drawn at a distance of 200

drawn at 600, and 11000 miles

A map is presented in
ecological zones utilized.

Table VI presents the

prior to present committment.

miles. Zones 3 and 4 are

respectively.

Appendix C indicating the

respondents place of residence

TABLE VI. Place of Resi_d.ence prior to present
Committment of Seventy-six Inmates by
Farole Application Status I L97O,
Manitoba penitentiary

Both Groups
Number Per Cent

Applicants
Number Per Cent

Non-applicant
Number Per Cent

Zone I

Zone 2

Zone 3

Zone 4

Zone 5

4I

5

I2

L4

4

54

7

76

IB

5

2B

3

5

6

I

65

7

T2

I4

2

13

2

7

B

3

39

6

2T

24

9

76 100 43 100 33 100

The respondents were typicarly urban dwellers at
the time of their committment. sevenÈy-two per cent \^/ere

f rom ci-ties of over 100 r000. Haskelr- and yablonsklz (1970:

40) report that the crime rate per t00,000 inhabitants is
armost twice as high in metropolitan areas as it is in
smaller cities " urban crime rates are more than three times

higher than crime rates in rural areas. The respondents
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in the present study are consistent with prior research

relating crime to large urban population centers.

Table vrr iIl-ustrates the size of the communities

the respondents resided in prior to their present committment.

TABLE VII. Size of Community fnmate Resided in
Prior to present Committment of
Seventy-six Inmates by parole
Application Status, L970, Manitoba
Penitentiary

Population Eoth Groups Applicant Non-applicant
of community Number Per cent Number per cent Number Þer cent

0 - 2,500 10 13 5 L2 5 15

2,501-10,000 6 B 3 7 3 9

10,001-
50,000 3 4 I 2 2 6

50,000-
100,000 2 3 0 0 2 6

100,001 and
over 55 72 34 79 21 64

76 100 43 100 33 100

In sunìmary, the respond.ents were typically single
males under the age of thirty" Most were serving sentences

of under four years. The respond.ents were commonly urban

dwelrers prior to their committmenÈ and about half were from

metropolitan winnipeg" slight.ty less than a quarter of the

inmates included in the study were of fndian or Metis

ancestry" This is representative of the racial distribution
of the research setting.



CHAPTER V

THE PAROLE APPLTCATTON DECIS]ON

The following chapter contains the results of the
study" Here the nine hypotheses are tested and their
ability to explain the parole applicat.ion decision is
discussed 

"

Prior Convictions

rt was hypothesised that a negative relationship
existed between the number of prior offenses and the
decision t.o apply for parole. The data indicated that the
relationship was not significant at the .05 1evei. There

Idere, however, several considerations that should be

discussed regarding this finding.
The first is that the data indicated a generar

trend in the direction hypothesised. The ability to pred.ict
14 per cent of the variancer âs measured by Tb, ind.icated
that knowledge of the inmates record of prior convictions
provides some indicatj-on that prior convictions and the

decisíon to apply for parore are rerated. A second consi-
deration was that the inrnatefs record of prior convictions
may not be the only indi-cator of confi-rmed criminal
behavior. This variable was chosen essentially as a resu]t

5B
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of indications in the literature that the individual who

views himself as a career críminal might avoid the restric-
tions that the parole system places on recently released
offenders "

sutherland, (L937 ) in hís work on the ',professional
thiefr', indicated that the individuar who organized his
life around. the successful commission of crime may not have

a lengthy conviction record. He is apprehend.ed less often,
utilizes legal counsel to the best advantage and has greater
knowledge of methods, such as "pay offs" to keep the case

out of court.

The point is that the use of prior conviction
records as a measure of confirmed criminal_ behavior may not
have provided an adequate indicator of such a life pattern.
rt is difficult to suggest what might. provide a better
method. for classifying inmates along this dimension. rt
is somewhat doubtful that individ.uals would divulge their
criminal histories voluntarily.

rn the context of the present research it can only
be concruded that while the inmates record of prior con-

victions appeared to have some relaÈionship to differential
parole application it was not a crucial variabl_e.

The relationship between the parole application
decj-sion and prior convictions is presented in table vrrr.
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Record of Prior Convictions of Seventy-
s-ix Inmates by Parole Application
Status , L970 | l¡Ianitoba penitentiary

Prior Convictions
Appl j-cant

Number Per Cent
Non-applicant

Number Per Cent

first offender

2-5 prior convj-ctions

6-10 prior convictions

LI-20 prior convictions

2L or more prior
convicti-ons

7

L2

13

B

3

I6

2B

30

19

7

0

6

9

13

5

0

18

27

39

15

43 100 33 100

"L4

3.2264 (Smirnov test)

"20

Acceptance of Inmate Norms

The present research shows a strong negative

relationship between the acceptance of inmate norms and the

decision to apply for parole. rndividuals who do not appry

for parole show a greater acceptance of the inmate normati_ve

structure than do those who chose to apply. The variable,
acceptance of inmate norms, explains 48 per cent of the

variance as measured by Tb. This would seem to substantiate
the contention that an integral part of t.he inmate value

system and normative structure is not only a disrike for

Tb=
_-2

P
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prison authorities but an apparent dislike of the parole

system as well" Prior research in penal settings clearly
indicated that the strongest influence on inmate beliefs is
the convict sub-culture (Clinard, 1958:514) . Tnmates who

are substantially drawn into the j-nmate sulo-culture are

typically non-applicants " If it can be assumed that a

portion of the inmate sub-culture is the existence of ilI
feelings toward the parole system, then it woul-d appear from

these data that the aversion to parole is, in part, learned

within the prison setting"

The scale utilized to measure acceptance of inmate

norms was an adaptation of stanton wheelerts 1958 work in a

western united states prison setting. He liad utilízeð. two

items to measure the degree of inmate j-nvorvement in the

informal l-ife of the convict community. one item measured

the extensity of involvement by utili zing the number of
close friends the individuar had in the institution as an

indicator. The second item reflected the intensity of
involvemenL by aski-ng the inmate if he spends hís free time

alone or with other inmates" Analysis of wheeler's scale,
utilizing the criteria for internal consistency, indicated
that these two items failed to differentiate between

respondents in the present research. As a result of this
the scale scores reported below utilize onry the first five
items. wheeler himself was unable to specify crearly the

reLationship between involvement and conformity to staff-
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inmate role expectations, although he felt that a relatj_on-
ship existed. The fairure of the present research to sub-

stantíate this relationship courd be a function of two

things" Fj-rst, wheeler controlled for the length of time
served. The present research did not control for that
variable. Second, some differences exist between Wheeler's

research setting and the one used in the present research.
The excluded items are presented in Appendix A.

The use of the first tive items did, however, provi-de

significant discrimination between the two groups and the

conclusion that the non-appricants conform much more

closely to inmate role expectations than do the applicants
is therefore justified.

The followi-ng table presents the data concerning the
relationship between acceptance of inmate norms and the
parole application decision.
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TABLE IX" Acceptance of
six Inmates by
Status , 1970,

fnnate Norms of Seventy-
Parole Application

Manitoba F'enitentiary

Scale Score
Applicants

Number Per Cent
Non-applicant

Number Per Cent

0

6

11

16

5

10

15

20

0

3

32

8

U

7

74

19

3

2T

9

0

9

64

27

0

43 100 11JJ 100

Tb = .48

x2 = 23.g736 (Smirnov test)
P < "001
*low scores indicate that respondents adhere closelyto inmate role expectations; high scores inoicate

respondents adhere closery to staff role expectations.

Attitude Toward Parole

It was hypothesised that a positive relationship
existed between a favorabl-e attitude toward parole and the

decision to apply for parole. The relationship was found

to be significant at the " 001 level as measured by the

Smirnov test.

The value of Tb, the measure of association was

found to be .52. This indicates that knowledge of an

individual's attitude Èoward parole wilr- reduce errors by
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over 50 per cent in predicting whether or not that individual
will apply for parole.

This finding provided further evidence for the view

that the inmate social system includes a distain for parole

and parole granting authorities. The researcher is not

aware of any prior empirical test that clearly marked the

relationship between assirnilation of the inmate normative

system and attitude toward parole. prior work, such as that
of Goffman, Clemmer and Wheeler, has focused on inmate

attitudes toward factors within the institution and not on

parole, which may be viewed. as external.
There are several other considerations within the

framework of inmates' attitud.es toward parole. Rasmussen

(r940) has pointed out that prison populations view parole

as an obvious and. unnecessary restraint.. Those inmates who

hold this attitude may do so for several reasorrs. The

inmate may be concerned about his chances for parole, and

hence, answer in a negatj_ve fashion. Similarily, he may be

apprehensive about the stigma that socieÈy attaches to
parolees and have concerns about what life will be like
under the continued supervision of the correctional system.

The relationship between attitude toward parole and

the parole applicatj-on decision is presented in table X"
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TABLE X. Attitude Toward Parole of Seventy-six
ïnmates , by Parole Application Status,
I970, Manitoba Penitentiary

Scale Score*
Applicants

Number Per Cent
Non-applicant

Number Per Cent

30

40

50

60

70

BO

39

49

59

69

79

89

0

1

10

23

7

)

0

2

23

53

16

5

6

15

7

2

3

(¡

1B

45

2I

6

9

0

Tb = "52

x2 = 11.8040 (Smirnov

P < .001

*low scores represent
high scores indicate

43 100 100

test)

unfavorable attitude toward
favorable attitude toward

33

parole;
parole 

"

Tt was hypothes ized that individ.uals who maintain a

frame of reference outside the institution are more likely
to apply for parole than those who do not. Two measures of
this relatj-onship were utilized in the present research.

The first measure v/as the use of case records as a source

of information. The second. was a series of items in the
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questionnaire 
"

The data obtained utilizíng case record.s is signi-
ficant at the .001 lever. The moderately strong Tb of .32

indi-cates that a reduction in errors of about one-third
can be realized through knowledge of the independent

variabl-e.

There are several considerations that would appear

to be relevant to this finding. The first concerns what is
actually measured by utilization of case records as an

indicator of the inmates maintainance of rel-ationships in
the free community" The reporting of such rel_ationships

by officials involved in the correctional process is of a

subjective nature. rt is possible that the officials who

compreted documents such as pre-sentence reports and. case

histories may be recordíng not only what relationships
exist, but also their own perceptions of the individual,
his offense, and other factors that are si-tuational in
nature. rt would seem, therefore, that the offender who

prompts negative responses from various people involved in
the correctional process may be perceived and described in
a negative manner. Becker's (L964) concept of "1abe1ing
theory" serves to illustrate the point being made here. The

individual who is arrested, tried and convicted of a crime

may have prompted some person in the correctional process to
fail to make a substantial effort to determine what kinds of
rei-ationships exj-st between the offender and his family and
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friends" The correctional official, instead., makes some

negative comment about the j-ndividuals relationships. The

offender is thus tabelred as an individual without signifi-
cant ties to the outsi-de world. As the cffender moves

through the correctional process the r-aber follows him.

Labe]ling theory would indicate that the inciividuail s

behavior would, in turn, be conditioned by the responses of
others to him. These responses may be rargely a resurt of
the label attached to the individual" such a situation
could have an effect on the parole application deci_sion.

Such an argument is, of cou.rse, highly speculative. The

point is, however, that judgements about the offender and

his social relationships are made by professionals in the
penal career of the offender, are often of a subjective
nature, and may reflect the bias of the recording official.

A more straightforward interpretation of the case

record data on external relationships is simply that the

information is accurate, and. thatr âs clemmer (1940:301)

has pointed out, individuals who maintain a frame of
reference outside the institution are less susceptibte to
becoming deeply involved in the convict sub-culture. They

may also be better motivated to seek parole, better able to
meet the conditions of parore such as employment and a place

to live. They wou1d, therefore, be more likely to be

granted parole (Miller, L965:343) .

The relationship between information regarding
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coilìmunity relationships obtained Lhrough parole service
files and the d.ecision to appry for parole is presented. in
Table XI.

TABLE XI" Non-Prison Relationships Measured by
Documentary Sources of Seventy-six
ïnmates, by Parole Application Status,
I970, Manitoba Penitentiary

Applicants
Number Per Cent

Non-applicant
Number Per CentF.elationships

High interest
Medium inÈerest

Low interest

1B

15

10

42

35

23

0

27

73

0

9

24

100 33 100

"32

].8.2753 (Smirnov test)
.001

Th.e second measure of inmates relationships on the
outside came from the respondents themserves. T.hese data
have been placed j-nto a four category scheme which allows
the combining of intensity and extensity scale scores " The

scheme simply combines the number of individuals the
respondent views as being meaningful to him with his
perception of intensity of the relationship"

43

Tb=
-_2

P

These data provided substantial evidence that a
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relationship exists between the inmates perception of his
linkages in the free community and the decision to apply for
parole. Comparison of Tables XI and XII indicated that the

i-nmate's own perception of his relationship to the outside

world provided a much more adequate explanation of the

linkage between positive external relationships and parole

application than did utilj-zation of case records" Atthough

both were significant at the .001 leveI, comparison of the

Tbts showed that inrnates' perceptions explain 21 per cent

more of the variability than was possible using case records.

ft would appear that the manner in which the inmate himself

defined the situation provided a better tool for explaining

the relationship between contacts in the free community and

parole application than did the case record alone.

Roebuck suggests that an excellent indicator of

offenders with extensive criminal histories is a tendency

to sever ties with conventional social groups such as "the

parental family group, church groups, 1aw-abiding community

groups and the conjugal groups" (RoeJouck, L967:253).

Following Èhis line of reasoning, it might be concluded that
by using free community relationships as an indicator, the

non-applicants would appear to be somewhat 'nmore criminal r'

than the parole applicants "

Whatever the specific process or combination of

relationships may be, the present research clearly indicated

that external social relationships and parole applicatj-on
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were closely related"

The data concerning non-prison relationships,
measured by the questionnaire, i-s presented in the following
table.

TABLE XII. Non-Prison Relationships Measured by
Questionnaire of Seventy-six Inmates,
by Parole Application Status , L970,
Manitoba Penitentiary

Re]-ationships
Applicants

Number Per Cent
Non-applicant

Number Per Cent

Many strong

Few strong

Mtany weak

Few weak

a'JAJ

I2

B

0

53

2B

I9

0

4

0

15

L4

L2

0

45

42

43 100 33 I00

Tb=
_.2Å=

P

.53

35 " 8485 (Sm1-rnov test)

.00r

Length of Sentence

The data concerning length of sentence failed to

substantiate the hypothesis that length of sentence and

parole application are positively related. The rational-e

behind the hypothesis was essentially that those individuals
with longer sentences would be more likely to apply as
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failure to apply would require a much greater personal

investment, in terms of time in the institution, than those

who have shorter sentences. All sentences up to twelve

years are eligible after serving one-thiro of the sentence

(see Tabl-e I). The literature, particularly Sutherland

(1939 2643), indicated that inmates lrere prone to avoid

parole when the time between erigibilit.y and final release

was not great. The difference for an inmate with a two

year sentence could be as little as eight months whereas

Lhe inmate with a ten year sentence would invest an

additional three and a half years (statutory remission and

"good time" are figured on both).

Although the present data failed. to uphold the

hypothesis, it was felt that this failure was largely a

product of the particular research setting. Seventy-seven

per cent of aLl respondents had sentences under Z.g years

and 94 per cent had sentences of 3.9 years or less" The

entire group contained only five individuals with senLences

of four years or more. Manitoba Penitentiary is a medium

security institution wíth few inmates having lengthy

sentences. Of these, fetrver still have characteristics that
met the criteria for inclusion in the present research. It
was felt that further research, perhaps at a maximum

security instituti-on, should be undertaken in order to fully
explore the relationship between length of sentence and

parole applicatj-on"
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Table xrrr presents the rerationship between length
of sentence and parole application status.

TABLE XIIT" Length of Sentence of Seventy-six
Inmates by parole Application Status,I970, ManiÈoba penitentiary

Applicants
Number Per CentLen th of Sentence

Less than 2 years

2.0 2.9 years

3.0 3.9 years

4"0 5"9 years

6 years or over

Non-applicant
Number Per Cent

3

29

9

I

1

7

67

2L

2

2

2

24

4

3

0

6

73

L2

9

0

43 100 33 100

Tb=

x2=

P

.044

.5825 (Smirnov test)

"80

Education

rt was hypothesised that a positive reratíonship
existed between the amount of education possessed by the
individual and the decision to apply for parole.

The relationship found was in the clirection predicted,
but was not statisti-cally significant at the .05 Level;
(P < .20). Tb results indicated that 16 per cent of the
variation could be explained with knowledge of the
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respondentrs level of formal education. As with the

preceeding variable, this might partially be explained by

the overall (both groups) low l-evel of educaiion. seventy-

seven per cent of the respondents had not completed. grade

ten. Prison popurations generally are ress ed.ucated than

the general public"

Sutherland (1939 2250) stated that conventional

crime appears to decrease with increased education. rt
\^ias his feeJ-ing that crime is probably rerated to education

through the effects which non-school activj-ties have on

behavior patterns" The present research provided a slight
indication that the non-applicant is less well educated than

the applicant. rf sutherland's contention that cri-me

decreases as education increases is valid r \dê might conclude

that the applicants are, ín a small way, less criminal than

the non-applicants. whether or not education j-s an index

of criminality, however, would appear to be somewhat

questionable.

To a large extent this variable was chosen because

it was felt that the better educated respondent would be

better able to compete in the outside world and hence wouLd

be i-n a better position to meet the implicit requirements

of the parole system. Although some indication \^/as obtained

that a linkage between application and education exists, it
did not appear to be particularly relevant for explaining
variance in the dependent variable, parole apprication.
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The level of formar education of the respondents is
related to parole application status in table XIV.

TABLE XIV" Level of Formal Education of Seventy-
six Inmates, by parole Application
Status, L970, Manitoba penitentiary

Highest Grade Completed
Applicants

Number Per Cent
Non-applicant

Number Per Cent

0-5

6-9

t_0 11

T2

Over 12

4

24

23

1

1

9

56

30

2

2

11

L9

2

1

0

33

5B

6

3

0

43 100 33 100

Tb

_"2

P

A

16

.361 (Smirnov test)
20

Job Skills

It was hypothesised that individuals possessing

significant job skills would be more likery to apply for
parole than those who lacked them. Results from the present

research indicated a relationship between job skirls and

parole application. This relationshi-p was, however, not
particularly revealing. Tb results ind.icated that errors
in placing individuals into "applicant" and "non-applicant'
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categories could be reduced by only 16 per cent through
knowledge of the independent variabre, possession of job

skil-ls. Although some relationship did exist, the

researcher did not feel that the hypothesis had actuarly
been substantj-ated. Job skills were not seen as being an

important variable in explaining the decision to apply.
once again, the results reflected. the homogeneity of both

groups along certain dimensions. over four-fifths of the
respondents fe11 into the unskilred or semi-ski1led
categories. This would appear to be typical of most prison
populations. The reality of the situation may have been

that skilled and professional workers are serdom found in
penal institutions, and as a resurt, such a dimension may

not prove valuable for analysing the institutional career
of the offender. This is not to say that a lack of
sufficient job skii-ls had no effect on the pre-instj_tutional
history of the offender t or upon his post-institutional
career. Rather, job skiLls were only slightly related to
the parole application decision

Table XV illustrates the relationship between

parole application status and job skilIs.
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TABLE XV" Job Skills of Seventy-six Inmates, by
Parole Application Status , I970,
Manitoba penitentiary

Job Skilts
Applicants

Number Per Cent
Non-applicant

Number Per Cent

Skilled labor

Semi-ski1led labor

Unskilled labor

Cl-erical or other

10

16

T7

0

23

37

4o

0

2

6

25

0

6

1B

75

0

43 100 33 100

.L4

9.8061 (Smirnov test)
.01

Age

rt was hypothesised that a positive relationship
existed beLween age and the deci-sion to apply for parole.

Little relationship was found between age and parole
application" The two populations \^zere found to be

virtually identical in this respect. sixty-five per cent
of applicants and 64 per cent of the non-applicanÈs were

under the age of thirty. Ninety per cent of the respondents

were under forty. The literature had clearly indicated that
prison populations tend to be under the age of thirty or
thirty-five, (Sutherland, 1939 :269 ¡ Cantor, 1939:325) . It

Tb=
)

2t=

P
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was expected. that sufficient variability would be present,
however, to provide some base for anarysis. This was not
the case" Previous research has shown that around the age

of thirty-one to thirty-fi-ve years, criminal behavior (or

at least getting caught) typically ceases (cantor , L939:

325) " rt was felt that respondents who were older than the

above mentioned figure would be more likely to be parole

applicants because increasing age appears to bring about a
decrease in criminal activity and a corresponding desire to
"go straight".

The inmate popuration at the }ianitoba penitentiary

is shaped to some degree by the nature of its medium

security designation" offenders who are committed t.o that
institution are considered less dangerous and are typically
younger than those found in maxímum security settings. The

findings of the present research \^zere not contrary to the

literature in this area. rnstead, it did not provide an

adequate test of the age dimension due to the absence of
respondents falling in the upper age groups.

The data concerning age and parole application
status is presented in Table XVI.
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TABLE XVI" Age of Seventy-six
Application Status,
Penitentiary

Inmates by Parole
I970, Manitoba

Age at last
birthday

Applicants
Number Per Cent

Non-applicant
Number Per Cent

0-19

20 29

30 39

40 49

50 and over

5

23

11

3

1

L2

53

26

7

2

0

2L

B

4

0

0

64

24

L2

0

43 100 33 100

"07

1.0082 (Smirnov test)

"70

Factugl Knowledge of Parole

rt was hypothesised that individuals having greater
factual knowredge of the parore system wourd be more likely
to apply for parore. The rationale for the incrusion of
this hypothesis was essentially that individuars wj-th a

greater knowledge of the formal system would be more likeIy
Èo utilize the system (Goffman, L961:210-16) " A thirteen
item true-false test was designed to measure inmates

factual knowledge of the parole system.

Tb=
u2

P

The findings show liÈtle relationship between factual
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knowledge of the parore system and parole application. The

researcher feels that the test was simply not designed

adequately. The respondents had much more knowledge about

the parole system than had originally been anticipated.
Seventy-two per cent of the respondents selected ten or

more correct responses out of the 13 possible correct
responses. It is clear that the sophistication of the

respondents was underestimated. The test was noL

sufficiently difficult to discriminate among the inmates.

The present resul-ts indicated that further research

utilizing factual knowledge of the parole system as a

variable should employ an instrument with a larger number

of items and greater variation in the relative difficulty
of the items. Due to the inability of the present instru-
ment to measure the relationship between factual knowledge

and the parole application decision l-ittle can be concruded

with respect to this variable.

The results are contained in Table XVII.
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TABLE XVTI. Factual Knowledge of Parole Test
Scores of Seventy-six Inmates by
Parole Application Status , I970,
Manitoba Penitentiary

Number Correct
Applicants

Number Per Cent
Non-applicant

Number Per Cent

L2

10

B

7or

13

11

9

les s

13

23

6

1

30

53

T4

2

6

13

10

4

1B

39

30

L2

43 100 33 100

.09

L.994L (Smirnov test)
.50

In this chapter the hypotheses have been tested and

the result.s reported.. of the nine hypotheses, three showed

a clear relationship to the parole application decision.
Tn the following chapter some conclusions are drawn from

the analysi-s of the data"

Tb=
u2

p



CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

The present research set out to answer the question:

Why do some individ.uals choose to remain in prison until the

expiration of their sentences rather than make application

for parole. The existing literature \,vas reviewed, and r or

the basis of available information, nine hypotheses were

cast" Of the nine, three provided considerable explanation

for the phenomenon under study. Viewing the nine

independent varj-ables as a whole, one thing becomes quite

clear. Those variables that have a clear rel-ationship to

parole application are of a unique and similar social

nature. The emphasís is not so much upon the actor, but

upon the social system in which he interacts. It is this

relationship tha-L appears to ínfluence his behavior. The

history of the inmate may condition, but d.oes not seem to

determine his behavior. Within the scope of this study,

the respondents are influenced more by their experience in

the penal setting than by their life histcry"

The data indicated that a continuum exists. The

indivÍduals on one end have maintained a frame of reference

outside the prison setting" These individuals are not

markedly drawn into the inmate sub-culture. They tended

B1
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to view the parole system in a favorable manner and

typically applied for parole. The other end of the

conÈinuum was occupied by individuals who had few, if êtry,

stable bonds to the free community. They had, in large

measure, assimilated the ínmate sub-culture. They had

little use for the parole system and tended not to apply

for parole"

There are two properties of the relationship between

the prison setting and the decision to apply for parole that
must be recognized. The first is the evj-dent existence of
an inmate norma-tive structure. This is essentially a

factor internal- to the prison. The second is external-, and

involves the incarcerated índividualrs continuing reference

to meaningful relationships outside the prison walls. An

interplay exist,s between these two, in tirat one may thwart
the other. Thus, the inmate who wants to reÈurn to his wife

and family (externai-) is not substantially affected by the

inmate value systern (internal). For the respondents included

in the present research, the type of socialization process

thaL goes on within the institution provided the most

adequate explanation for differential parole application.
A further conclusion involves the relationship

between the acceptance of inmate norms and the inmate

attitudes toivard the parole system. Ä number of a.uthors,

Sutherland. (f939), Clemmer (1940), Cioward (1960) and Mli1le::

(196,5) have stated. that an integral part of the inmate
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normative structure is a dislike for the paiole system and

for parole authorities. As far as is known/ none of the

above mentioned crimj-nolcgists have ever put such a

proposition to an enpirical test. rn the present research,

the two were in fact shown to be rerated. As acceptance of
ttre in¡late normatíve strurcture increased, attituoe toward

parole became less favorak;Ie. This findi-ng lenos consi-
derabre support to the belief that mrich inmate hostility
torvard the parole system is learneo v¿ithin the prison

setting "

Tli.e present research is consi-etent. withi the synrbolic

inter:actionist tradition as it. applies to the fíeld crf

devianL behavior. criminologists from the symbcric inter-
actionist school, including Clemmer, Sutherland, Cressey,

Glaser, wheeler and Eecker have liel-d that the behavíor of
inmates is determined in large measure by societal factcirs

that are interactive in nature. The results of the present

study tend to stipport this idea. It is n.ot so rn_uch the

at-tributes of the inoividual that are important, but the

properties of the social structure and the indtvidr:al_'s

relationship to that structure that appear to influêrrce:

the parole application decisiori.

A clear limitaticn of the preserrt research was a

failure to recognize the homogeneity of the two populations.

The failure of variables su.ch as prior of fences, lengthr of
senterrce, education, job skills arrd age to explain
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differenLial parole applic;rtion prok,ably does not refl-ect
inadequacies in the literature so rn_uch as a lack of
variability among the cases;.

A second limitation of the project is that the

findíngs cannot be generalized to any other population.
Given the financial and. time limitations th¡at \^/ere present,

it was rrot possible tcr obt¿Lin any sort of random sanrple from

a variety of penal settings across canada, although it would

have been valuable tc¡ have done so. The present results
appear to be applicable only to inmates at the Manitoba

Penitentiary who meet the criteria utilized. for selectiorr

of the two pcpulations.

Irnplications and Su

As far as is known, the present study was the first
sociological investigation of the parole non-applicant.
As such, it may have only scratcheci the surface in ternrs of
fully understanding the irrteractir¡e processes that prompt

some inmates to avoj-d the parole system. Certainly, future
research irr the erea should inc:lude respondents fron a

variety of perral settings. This would prove valuable for
two reasons. First, the problems the present study

experienced with homogeneity of the respondents could be

counteracted by including cases f roro maxi mum and. m-inimum

security institutiorrs. Second, the use of a number of penal
j-nstitutions v"'oulcl. provj-de a population sufficiently large
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anci varied. to allov/ greater generalization tha.n is possible

in thie present researchr.

If the prj-me factor in rron-application is j-rrdeeci the

interpJ-ay betwee-:n the inmates frame of reference on the

outsj-de ano his interaction within the institlition, sorre

consideration might be given to pena-I progranìs that utilize

this information as a rehabilitative tool. Liberal visiLing
pri-viledges and increased use of d.ay parole might serve to

maintain outsioe conLacts and tenci to minimize inmate

assímilation of the priscn sub-culture.

The results raise a furthe:: question regarding

priorities in penal institutions. If the prime d.eterminant

of inrnate attitudes is the quality a.nd. type of interaction

the irrdividual experiences during his institutional career,

then where should the emphasis be placed in rehabilitative
programs? For example; given a choice between increased

vocational training facilities arrd programs that ma><-imize

community involvement which wculd be the better choice?

The present research would ind.icate the latter.

Research of a broader nature must be undertaken

before firni conclusions can be made about the factors that

affect the parole application d.ecision. The present

researcLr does, however, suggest that a synrJcolic interactiorl-

ist perspective that focuses on social relationships would

prorride the most useful starting point.
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APPEND]X A

UNIVTRSITY OF MAI(I1..OBA PAROLE STUDY

In the follct¡ing questionnaire we are trying to
learn something about how ycu view the parole system in
Canada" We feel that your opinions and. information about

you are important. This is a University study. We do not

work for the Penitentiary service or the National parole

Service" When the information you give us is analyzed you

v¡ill be given a code number. The results will appear as

patterns" Your name will not appear anywhere. Nothing you

as an individual put down on paper will be shown to tt¡e

officials at The l.Íanitoba F'enitentiary c;r to the lVational

Parol-e Service. This will- not, in any way, affect your

chances for parole. This will not affect your stay at the

Manitoba- Penitentiary "

Pl-ease print your nar.e here

FEELINGS ABOUT PAROLE

These questions deal with your feelings ak;out parole. Vrie

are interested in what you personally thin.k about the parole

system. You have five choices for each question in this
section. Please place a mark in the blank that best

äescribes your feelings "

Parole board members are honest people who have a
genuine concern for prisoners.

Strongly Agree -- Agree _ Und.ecided Disagree
Strongly Disagree

1"
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2. Many prisoners who would succeed on parole are not
granted parole"

Strongly Agree _ Agree _ Uncrecideo Disagree _
Strongly Disagree

3. rf a guy has th.e right politi.cal connections he stands
a better chance cf being paroled.

Strongly Agree _ Agree _ Undecided Disagree _
_ctrongly Disagree _

4" Most of the rules that the parolee must foll-ow are
unnecessary "

Strongly /lgree _ Agree _ Unoecided _ Disagree _
Strongly Dj-sagree _

5 " Parole officers are sincerely irrterested in helping the
ex-con make good.

Strongly Ä.gree -- Agree _ Undecioed _ Disagree _
Strongly Disagree _

6 " The system of sel-ecting people f or parole shoulü be
changed.

Strongly Agree _ Agree _ Undecided _ Dísagree _
Strongly Disagree _

7 " A person who is granted parole should be thankful to
the authorities for giving him a char:ce"

Strongly Agree _ Agree __ Undecided _ Disagree
Strongly Disagree _

8. The parole board makes good decisions ín the majority
of cases"

Strongly Agree _ Agree _ Undecided _ Disagree __
Strongly Disagree _

9. Most people who are returned to prison for parole
violatíon deserve to be returned.

Strongty Agree _ Agree _ Undecj-ded , Dísagree
Strongly Disagree
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10. Parole helps a person make good"

Strongly Agree _ Agree Undecided _ Disagree _
Strongly Disagree

11. The parole board has a pretty good understanding of
each individual case.

Strongly Agree _ Agree _ Undecid.ed _ Disagree _
Strongly Disagree _

L2. One of the big problems with parole is that police
wonrt leave you alone.

Strongly Agree _ Agree _ Undecided _ Disergree __
Strongly Disagree _

1-3. It is difficult to lead a normal life while on parole.

Strongi-y Agree _ Agree _ Undecided _ Disagre,e _
Strongly Disagree _

14. The Parole Service is n',.ore interested j-n returning
people tc; the institution than they are in helping a
person make good"

Strongly Agree _ Agree _ Undecjded _ Disagree
Strongly Disagree _

15. The fact that we have a parole system shows that the
general public is willing to forgive and forget"

Strongly Agree _ Agree Undecided _ D'i sagree
Str:ongly Disagree _

L6. If you make enemies ¿rmong the staff , in the institut.ion,
you probably \,von't be paroled"

Strongly Agree _ Agree _ Undecided _ Disa-gree __
Strongly Disagree _

L7" Most of the guys I know in the institution donrt like
parole authorities "

Strongly Agree _ Agree _ Undecided _ Disagree
Strongly Disagree _
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18. One of the biggest problems with the parole system is
all the restrictions it puts on a person once he gets
out "

Strongly Agree _ Agree _ Undecid.ed Disagree 

-Strongly Disagree _
19" In general, parole agents represent a second police

force "

Strongly Agree Agree LÏnciecided 
- 

Disagree 

-Strongly Disagree _
20. The guys in the institution who are realIy interested

in getÈing paroled are not the kind of guys I call my
friends.

Strongly Agree _ Agree _- Undecided _ Disagree 

-Strongly Di-sagree --
21" I doubt I can meet all the requirements that are

necessary to be paroled.

Strongly Agree _ Agree _ Urrdecided 

- 

Disagree 

-_qtrongly Disagree _
22" The Parole Service lets so few people out on parole

that I dcubt it is worth the trouble of applying.

Strongly Agree _ Agree __ Undecided 

- 

Disagree 

-Strongly Disagree _
23" It isn't fair that you lose your statutory remission

and good time when you accept parole.

Strongly Agree _ Agree _ Unoecided 

- 

Disagree 

-Strongly Disagree _

KNCWLEDGE ABOUT PAROLE

This section deals with your knowledge of the parole

system as it exists in Canada. We are interested in how

much information about the parole system inmates have" In

this section you have two choices for each question, Please



É,lace T if you think the

the statement is false.

provided at the right of

9B

questi.on is true and F if you think
Pl-ace your T or F in the space

each question.

1"

2.

The National Parole Board consists of seven
rnembers "

The National Parole Board is not required to
grant a personal interview Lo the inmate or to
any person on his behalf.

A parolee must obtain permission from the
Regional Representative of the National
Parole Service if he wants to buy a motor
vehicle.

The sentence of a paroled inmate continues
while he is on parole.

A parolee must report at least once a month
to the person or agency designated as his
supervisor.

It is required that the inmate have a
lawyer write to the parole board on his
behalf.

The National ParoJ-e Board has jurisdl-ction
over every inmate in a federal prison who
has been sentenced under an act of the
Parliament of Canada"

Alcoholics and drug offenders can be
granted parole"

4"

5.

6"

7"

B"

9. Parol-e is the sanìe as mercy or clemency.

10" An inmate with a two year sentence must
serve 9 months before he is eligible for
parole.

11. Parole is granted to about f/3 of the
inmates who appIy"

L2" A parole may be revoked for excessive
use of liquor"

13. Parole may be revoked for leaving the
ê.rea without permission"
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vJe feer that the family and friends an inmate has on the out-
side are closely related..to parole. In this section we

would like to know something about your family and friends
on the cutside" Vüe realize that some of you may not have

any such contacts" If this is the case go on to the

following section"

1" If you are married please ans\¡/er this part (include
coÍrmon-law wife) .

(1) Do you feel your wife has confidence in you?

A great deal of confj-dence _t Some confidenc€ _r
Very little confidencê _r No confidence at all

(2) How often does your wife visit you?

Very often , Often , Seldom , Never

(3) How oft.en do you receive mail from your wife?

Very often , Often , Se1dom , Never

(4) Is your wife willing to help you \^rhen youure
released?

A great deal of help _t Sonie help _r
Very little help , No help at all

2" If your mother is stil-l living please answer this part.
(1) Do you feel your mother has confidence in you?

A great deal of confidenc€ _r Some confidencê _r
Very little confidencê __, No confidence at all

(2) How often does your mother visit you?

Very often , Often , Se1dom , Never
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(Mtother)

(3)

3"

c4)

How often do you receive mail from your mother?

Very often , Often t Seldom _, Never

fs your mother willing to help you when you are
released?

A great deal of help _, Some help _,
Very littl-e help _r No help at all

If your father is still living please answer this part.
(1) Do you feel your father has confidence in you?

A great deal of confidence , Some confioence
Very little confidencê _r No confidence at all _

(2) How often does your father visit you?

Very often _t Often _, Seldom _, Never

(3) How often do you receive maii- from your father?

Very often , Often , Seldom , Never

(4) Is your father willing to help you
released?

when you are

A great deal of help _, Some help _,
Very little help _, No help at all _.

If you have a brother who you think is interested in you
please ans!^/er this part. (If you have more than one
brother who is interested in you please ask for another
form) "

(1) Do you feel your brother has confidence i-n you?

A great deal- of confidence , Some confidence r

Very lit.tle confidence , No confidence at all
(21 How often does your brother visÍt you?

Very often ! Often , Seldom .- Never

4"
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5.

(Brother)

(3) How often do you receive mail_ from your brother?

Very often _t Often , Seldom , Never

(4) Is your brother willing to help you when you. are
rel-eased?

A great deal of help I Some help _,
Very little help ì No help at a1l

If you have a sister who you think is interested. in you
please answer this part. (ff you have more than one
sister who is interested in you please ask for another
form) .

(1) Do you feel your sister has confidence in you?

A great deal of confid.ence
Very little confid.ence , No confidence at all

(2) How often does your sister visit you?

Very oft.en _, Often _t Seldom _, Never

(3) How often do you receive mail from your sister?

Very often _r Often _, Seldom _t Never

(4) Is your sister willing to help you when you are
released?

A great deal of help _r Some help _r
Very little help _ì No help at all _.

If you have a girl friend who you think is ínterested
in how you are getting along please answer this part.

(1) Do you feel your girl friend has confidence in you?

A great deal of confidence , Some confidence
Very little confidencê _r No confidence at all _.

(2) How often does your girl friend visit you?

, Some confidence

6.

Very often , Often , Seldom t Never
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(Girl friend)
(3) How often do you receive mail from your girl

friend?

Very often , Often , Seldom _, Never

(4) Is your girl friend willing to help you when you
get released?

A great deal of help _r Some help _,
Very little help _t No help at all _.

7. If there is some other person on the outside who is
interested in how-Silare getting along please answer
this part. Examples of this kind person might be;
grandmother, gradfather, aunt, uncle, clergyman, former
employer, etc" If you choose to answer this question,
please answer the following part. You donrt need. to
use the personrs name.

Briefly explain what this personrs relationship is
Èo you:

(1) Does this person have confidence in you?

A great deal of confidencê _r Some confidence _
Very little confidence , No confidence at all

(2) How often does this person visit you?

Very often _, Often _t Seldom _, Never

(3) How often do you receive mail from this person?

Very often _t Often _, Seldom _r Never

(4) fs this person willing to help you when you are
released?

A great deal of help _, Some help _l
Very littIe help I No help at all

This section deals with some situations that might occur in

prison. V'le would like you to read each one and indicate

how you feel about the inmatesr actions"
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An inmate, ov,lens, is assigned to a work crew. some otherinmates criLicíze him because he does more work than
anybody else on the crew. He works as hard as he can.
What do you think about Owensr actions?

Strongly Agree _, Agree , Disagree ,

Strongly Disagree

fnmate Martin goes before a committee that makes job
assignments. He is given a choice between two jobs.
One job would call for hard work, but it would give
Martin training that might be useful to him on tfre
outside. The other job would allow lviartin to do easier
time in the instituti-on. But it provides no trainingfor a job on the outside. Martin decides to take thõeasier job. what do you think about Martin'!s actions?

Strongly Agree _, Agree _, Disagree _,
Strongly Disagree

An j-nmate, without thinking, commits a minor rul-e
infraction. He is given a-i'write-up" by a correctional
officer who saw the violation. Later three other
inmates are talking to each oLher about it. Two of them
criticize the officer" The third inmate, sykes, defendsthe officer, saying the officer was only doing his duty.
Ir¡hat do you think about Sykes actions?

Strongly Agree _, Agree _, Disagree ,

Strongly Disagree

Inmates Smith and Long are very good friends. Smith
has a five dollar bill that was smuggled into the
institution by a visitor. Smith tells Long he is
thinking the officers are suspicious, and asks Long to
hide the money for him for a few days. Long takes the
money and carefully hides it. What do you think of
Longrs actions?

St.rongly Agree _, Agree r Disagree _r
Strongly Disagree

Inmates Brown and Henry are planning an escape. They
Èhreaten inmate smith with a beating unless he steals a
crowbar for them from the tool shop where he works. He
thinks they mean business. While he is trying to
smuggle the crowbar into the cell house, he is caught by
an officer, and smith ís charged with planning to escape.

3.

4.

5"
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If he doesntt describe the whole situation, he may l_ose
up to a year of good time" He can avoid it by blaming
Brown and Henry. Vühat should inmate Smith do?

(a) he shoul-d clear himself by telling about the escape
plans of Brown and Henry.

(b) he should keep quiet and take the punishment
himself.

6 " Have you developed any close friendships with other
inmates since you have been in Stony Mountain?

Yes, several, (more than 5)

Yes, a few (¡ to 5)

Yes, one or two

No

7 . Think back over the past month in Stony lr{ountain. How
would you say you spent most of your free time?

Mostly with a group of inmates
who are together quite a lot
With one or two inmates

Wit.h several inmates, but not
in any one group

Mostly by myself

fn this part we would like to know about your present
and past parole status.
(I) Have you ever been paroled in the past?

If yes, how many times Yes No

(2) Have you ever been returned to an institution for
breaking or violating parole? Yes No

(3) Are you eligible to apply for parole at the present
time? Yes No

(4) Have you applied for parole for the sentence you are
no\^7 serving? YeS No



(s) Can you tell us
not) apply for
serving?

in your own words why you
parole for the sentence you

10s

(did; did
afe nO\^I
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U}üTVERSITY OF IV]ÄNITOBA PAROLE APPLTCATTON STUDY

SOCIAL BACKGROUND CHARACTER]STTCS

Case No.

Parole Applicant Non-Applicant

Date eligible for parole

Name

Age at sentencing

Marital status

Date of birth

Family Interest
Convicted of (present offense) 1.

2.

3.

4"

Length of sentence

DaÈe sentenced

Time served to date

Total prior convict.ions

Education Grade completed

Job skill-s

Other vocational or education training
Ethnic group

Pl-ace of residence prior to present commitment

T'own or City Zone Province



APPENDTX B

Ui\TIVERSTTY OF IV]ANITOBA PAROLE APPLICATION STUDY

CODING TNSTRUCTIONS

Col" No.

I-2 Case number

3 1. Parole Applicant

2. Non Applicant

4 Age at last birthday

1. 0 - 19

2. 20 29

3. 30 39

4. 40 49

5. 50 and over

5 Marital Status

1. Married

2. Single

3. Divorced or Lega1 Separation

4" Common Law

5. Widowed or other

6 Family Interest, Case Records

1. High Interest
2" Medium Interest
3. Low Interest

7 Length of Sentence

1. 2 years or less

2" 2.0 2"9 years
107
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Col" No"

7 3" 3.0 3"9 years

4" 4"0 4"9 years

5. 6.0 years and over

B Prior Convictions

1. First offender

2. 2 - 5 prior convj-ctions

3. 6 " 10 pri-or convictions

4. 11 20 prior convictions

5. 2I or over prior convi-ctions

9 Formal education; Highest Grade Completed

1. 0 - s

2. 6 - 9

3. 10 11

4. 12

5. Over L2

10 Job Skills

1. Skilled Labor

2" Semi-skilled Labor

3. Unskilled Labor

4 " Clerical- or other

11 Vocational Training

1. Course experience and worked in occupation

2" Course experience and never worked in occupation

3. No vocational- training
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Col" No"

12 Race

13

1" White

2. fndian Metis

3. Negro

4 " Oriental

5. Other

Place of residence prior

1. Zone I

2. Zone 2

3. Zone 3

4" Zone 4

5. Zone 5

to present commitment

L4 Size of Community

1. 0 - 2,500

2" 2r50I 10r000

3. 10,00t- 50,000

4" 50,001 100,000

5" 100,001 and over

Attitude toward parole section

1" 30 39

2. 40 49

3. 50 s9

4. 60 69

5. 70 79

6" B0 89

15
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Col. No.

L6-I7 Attitude toward parole score (t.ota1)

18 True-False section scores

1" L2 or 13 correct

2. 10 or 11 correct

3. B or 9 correct

4 " 7 or l-ess correct
19 Family relationship section

1. Many strong

(no.ofrelationships 7 6 5 4 )

(total scale score 42-48 36-72 30-6 O 24-48,)

2. Few strong

(no.ofrelationships 1 2 3 )

(total scaLe score 6-12 L2-48 18-36)

3. Many Weak

(no.ofrelationships 7 6 5 4 )

(total scale score 0-41 0-35 0-29 O-23)

4. Few weak

(no.ofrelationships 0 t Z 3 )

(total- scale score 0 1-5 0-11 0-17

20 Total number perceived - Family Section

2l-22 Total scal-e score Family Section

23 Prisionj-zation scale score (S items)

1. 0 - 5

2" 6 - 10

3. 11 15

4. 16 20
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Col" No"

24-25 Total Prisonization scale (S items)

26 Total items 6 and 7, prisonization scale

27 Parolled in past

1. Never paroled

2. Paroled. l-2 times

3. Paroled 3-4 times

4" Paroled. 5 or more times

28 Revocation of parole

1. Yes

2" No


